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Abstract 

Most heavy-duty engines are diesel operated. Severe emission regulations, 
high fuel prices, high technology costs (e.g. catalysts, fuel injection 
systems) and unsustainably in supplying fuel are enough reasons to 
convenience engine developers to explore alternative technologies or fuels. 
Using natural gas/biogas can be a very good alternative due to the 
attractive fuel properties regarding emission reduction and engine 
operation.  

Heavy-duty diesel engines can be easily converted for natural gas 
operation which is a very cost effective process for producing gas engines. 
However, due to the high throttle losses and low expansion ratio the 
overall engine efficiency is lower than the corresponding diesel engines. 
Moreover the lower density of natural gas results in lower maximum 
power level. 

In this thesis key features and strategies which may result in improved 
efficiency, increased maximum power and improved transient capability of 
a heavy-duty natural gas engines have been identified, validated and 
suggested.  

High EGR rates combined with turbocharging has been identified as a 
promising way to increase the maximum load and efficiency of heavy-duty 
gas engines. With stoichiometric conditions a three way catalyst can be 
used and thus regulated emissions can be kept at very low levels. 
Obtaining reliable spark ignition is difficult however with high dilution 
and there will be a limit to the amount of EGR that can be tolerated for 
each operating point. 

Extending the dilution limit of the engine and developing closed-loop 
control to operate the engine at its dilution limit has been the main 
method to reduce throttle losses. A new method for calculating cyclic 
variation was developed that significantly improved the transient 
capability of the engine control system. The method consequently applied 
on a closed-loop dilution limit control. Only applying closed-loop control 
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to operate the engine at its dilution limit resulted in at least 4.5% 
improvement in specific fuel consumption at 1200 RPM. The dilution 
limit can also be extended by replacing the combustion chambers with 
high turbulence pistons which enhances the combustion. By extending the 
dilution limit the gain in efficiency will be even higher.    

In summary the key features to improve the performance of a 
stoichiometrically operated natural gas engine are identified as: right 
amount of EGR at different operating regions, right compression ratio, 
Variable Geometry Turbocharger (VGT), high turbulence pistons, long 
route EGR system and model-based control.  
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Chapter 1 
 

1 Introduction  
This chapter starts by discussing the general energy issues and specifying 
the share of the transport sector. The importance of alternative fuels such 
as natural gas and biogas as an attractive solution to energy issues are 
discussed to some extent. Natural gas as engine fuel is discussed and 
different natural gas operation concepts are presented. The motivations to 
perform research on heavy-duty natural gas engines are highlighted and a 
review of the previous contribution is presented followed by presenting the 
main objective of this thesis, discussing method and limitations. The focus 
of this work is on heavy-duty engines which should be kept in mind when 
reading this thesis.   

1.1 Background 

The next three subsections try to answer questions such as: Why natural 
gas engines are needed? Which engine technology is suitable for natural 
gas operation? Why and how heavy-duty natural gas engine performance 
should be improved? 

1.1.1 Energy-related issues  

The energy-related issues can be divided and discussed in two categories 
i.e. global and local.   

Global issue  

Since the advent of the industrial revolution, the worldwide energy 
consumption has been growing steadily. According to the Energy 
Information Administration (EIA), world energy consumption is expected 
to increase by 50 percent over the next 20 years. The increase in energy 
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consumption and the share of different fuels from 1980 to 2030 is 
illustrated in Figure 1 [1]. Fossil fuels (Liquids, Coal and Natural gas) are 
expected to dominate the energy consumption in the projected years. 
Fossil fuels are of great importance since their combustion produces 
significant amounts of energy; however they have a severe impact on the 
environment. Carbon Dioxide (CO2) is a greenhouse gas that contributes 
to the climate change which is an issue of growing international concern. 
CO2 emission increases as energy consumption increases (see Figure 2). 

 

Figure 1 World-wide energy use by fuel 
1980-2030 [1] 

 

Figure 2 World-wide carbon dioxide 2005-
2030 [1] 

According to EIA, the transportation sector is the biggest sector in liquid 
fuel consumption (see Figure 3). Road transportation is the main part in 
the transportation sector. The fuels mainly used in Internal Combustion 
Engines (ICE) are oil products i.e. gasoline and diesel. Oil resources are 
gathered only in a few countries, mainly in the Middle East, which is 
recognized as a politically unstable region (Figure 4). This means 
unsustainability in energy supply and price.   

 

Figure 3 World-wide liquids consumption by 
end sector 2005-2030[1] 

 

Figure 4 World oil resources [2] 
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In summary global concerns about climate change (i.e. global warming) 
and unsustainably in oil supply and price has been recognized as the 
major global energy issues. Moreover; the share of the transport sector for 
energy consumption is identified as significant. 

Local issues   

Due to several factors combustion in ICEs is not “ideal” and apart from 
carbon dioxide and water vapor harmful products can be released into the 
environment. These harmful products are mainly Carbon Monoxide (CO), 
unburned Hydro Carbons (HC), Nitrogen Oxides (NOX) and Particulate 
Matter (PM) or soot. These emissions have mainly local impacts on 
environment and public health. Emission standards were set by different 
governments to limit the amount of pollutants. Table 1 presents the 
European emission standards from 2000 to 2013 for heavy-duty diesel and 
gas engines and it is clear that the standards become more stringent with 
time. The main emissions are NOX and PM for diesel engines which are 
the most dominating heavy-duty engines in the market. Table 1 shows 
that the most significant limitations are on NOX and PM emissions. Diesel 
engines need more complex and costly emission control technology to pass 
the emission requirements. Increasing diesel engine cost can make them 
less attractive in the future. 

Table 1    Emission Standards for Diesel and Gas Engines, ETC Test, g/kWh [3] 

Tier Date Test CO NMHC CH4
a NOx PMb 

Euro III 

1999.10, 
EEVs only ETC 3 0.4 0.65 2 0.02 

2000.1 

ETC

5.5 0.78 1.6 5 
0.16  
0.21c 

Euro IV 2005.1 4 0.55 1.1 3.5 0.03 
Euro V 2008.1 4 0.55 1.1 2 0.03 
Euro VI 2013.01 4 0.16d 0.5 0.4 0.01 
a - for gas engines only (Euro III-V: NG only; Euro VI: NG + LPG)
b - not applicable for gas fueled engines at the Euro III-IV stages
c - for engines with swept volume per cylinder < 0.75 dm3 and rated power  
speed > 3000 min-1 
d - THC for diesel engines
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Demand for cost effective engines that meet emission standards together 
with increased concern for climate change force engine developers to 
investigate more efficient alternative engine management.  

Using alternative fuels e.g. natural gas/biogas instead of conventional 
fuels is a good way to reduce the energy-related problems. Natural gas has 
very attractive fuel properties which makes it a suitable fuel for ICE 
application. Very low carbon content, high octane number, low fuel price, 
availability and sustainability of fuel resources are some of the attractive 
properties of natural gas.  Furthermore natural gas is a natural bridge to 
the “hydrogen society” and future vision of transportation systems. 

1.1.2 Natural gas 

Natural gas is a gaseous fossil fuel consisting predominantly of methane 
(CH4) (about 90% depending on origin) and including small quantities of 
ethane, propane, butane and inert gas. Natural gas has lower carbon 
content per energy unit which results in lower CO2 production compared 
to the conventional fuels. Natural gas is colourless and odourless in its 
pure form. Natural gas can be stored in different forms as described below: 

 Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) is a form of natural gas storage 
that is stored at a high pressure around 200 bar.  

 Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) is liquefied under pressure of 10-20 bar 
at -162 degrees Celsius. The density of LNG is roughly 410-500 
kg/m3 which give it a volume that is approximately 1/600 of the 
gaseous volume at atmospheric conditions [4] or one third of the 
volume of CNG. This property is very advantageous since the 
possible travel distance is much greater than with CNG; however 
the liquefaction process and the tanks are very energy consuming 
and expensive.       

 Adsorbed Natural Gas (ANG) is another technique to store 
natural gas. ANG applies adhesion of molecules of natural gas, to 
the surface of a solid. The ability of a solid to adsorb depends on 
the chemical makeup of the solid and its physical structure [5]. 

CNG and LNG are commercially available but ANG has only been used 
in laboratories so far. CNG is the most dominating fuel storage method 
for natural gas vehicles.  
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Biogas  

Besides fossil natural gas, biogas is a very important gas which has very 
similar properties to natural gas. Gaseous fuel manufactured from organic 
material through biochemical breakdown is called biogas. The organic 
material can be various crops (e.g. sugar cane, corn) or residuals from e.g. 
food, wood, plant or manure. At the right temperature and in an oxygen-
free environment, bacteria break down the organic material to methane 
and carbon dioxide which consequently can be upgraded to pure methane. 
Biogas significantly reduces greenhouse gases in comparison with 
conventional fuels i.e. gasoline or diesel. A life-cycle assessment has been 
performed by the energy and environment group at Lund University to 
quantify the greenhouse reduction with biogas produced from different 
sources. According to Table 2, depending on the source of the biogas the 
greenhouse gas reduction is different. The highest reduction can be gained 
from manure. The reason for the results over 100% is the indirect 
calculations effects [6]. Manure is potentially pure methane which is an 
important greenhouse gas with a global warming potential of 25 compared 
to CO2. Manure is collected (i.e. greenhouse gas reduction) and converted 
to bio methane which consequently is combusted and CO2 and water 
vapour are produced. 

Table 2     Biogas reduces greenhouse gases significantly in comparison with conventional 
fuels. The reduction can be very different based on the source of biogas 

production 

Biogas source Greenhouse gas Reduction 
Manure   148% 
Food Waste  119% 
Sugar  85% 
Corn 75% 

Due to the very similar fuel properties of natural gas and biogas the 
required engine technology is essentially the same. 

1.1.3 Natural gas engines 

Spark Ignition (SI) operation has been identified as a suitable engine 
technology for natural gas operation due to the high octane number of 
natural gas (about 120). The combustion concept is the same as for 
gasoline engines but the higher octane number of natural gas gives an 
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advantage over gasoline. The compression ratio is limited in gasoline 
engines because of the low knock resistance. The compression ratio can be 
increased somewhat in natural gas engines without knocking combustion 
which results in increased efficiency and peak power. The effect of 
compression ratio on power and efficiency is shown in Figure 5. Increased 
compression ratio, raises the expansion ratio which results in higher 
efficiency; however there is a limit when the compression ratio reaches 
16:1. 

 

Figure 5 Effect of compression ratio on efficiency and IMEP [7] 

Natural gas can be operated either lean or stoichiometric. Lean operation 
means operating the engine with excess air (i.e. lambda is greater than 
one) and stoichiometric operation means that lambda is equal to one. 
Lambda () is defined as: 

actual

Stoichiometric

Air
Fuel

Air

Fuel



 
 
 

 
 
   

  (1.1) 
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The basics, benefits and drawbacks of these two operation concepts are 
described briefly as follows.   

Lean burn natural gas engines 

Lean operation of a natural gas engines increases the total efficiency since 
the engine operates with more open throttle (in some cases without any 
throttle at all) resulting in less pumping losses. Due to the excess of air, 
the combustion will be “complete” and very high fuel to heat conversion 
efficiency (i.e. combustion efficiency) can be achieved. Higher  means 
higher specific heat ratio during expansion resulting in higher efficiency. 
Lean operation keeps the exhaust gas temperatures low and there will not 
be hard limitations on construction materials. The main drawback with 
lean burn natural gas engines is NOX emissions since a three-way catalyst 
cannot be used and a separate more complex and expensive NOX 
reduction catalyst must be used.  

Stoichiometric natural gas engines 

A stoichiometric engine operates at  equal to one. The main reason for 
operating stoichiometric is that a three-way catalyst can be used and in 
this case all emissions are reduced simultaneously. In comparison with 
lean operation lower efficiency will be reached, mainly due to more 
throttling and heat losses. Throttling losses can to a great extent be 
compensated for by using the optimum amount of Exhaust Gas 
Recirculation (EGR). In some operating points stoichiometric operation of 
the engine results in increased exhaust gas temperature which can also be 
reduced with EGR.  

Fuel economy and emissions are the two central parameters in heavy-duty 
engines. There is a trade-off to be made since highest efficiency is obtained 
with lean operation whereas stoichiometric operation with a three-way 
catalyst provides lowest emissions at lowest cost. 

Heavy-duty natural gas engines versus Diesel engines 

So far it has been established that natural gas is an important and 
suitable fuel for engine applications. Most heavy-duty engines are diesel 
engines. For this reason most of the heavy-duty natural gas engines are 
diesel engines converted for SI operation sharing a majority of the 
components with the original diesel engine. Engine block, cylinder liners, 
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pistons, cooling and lubrication systems are the same as for the diesel 
engine. Converting diesel engines for natural gas operation involves 
changing the compression ratio, intake geometry (more swirl), combustion 
chamber, fuel delivery and ignition system. For various reasons the overall 
efficiency and power density of natural gas engines are lower than for 
diesel engines. 

Normally natural gas engines use a throttle to regulate demanded power. 
Use of a throttle introduces pumping losses which are particularly 
significant at low loads. Diesel engines do not use a throttle and pumping 
losses are very low also at low loads. 

The high octane number and high auto-ignition temperature of natural 
gas makes Compression Ignition (CI) an ill suited concept. Normally SI 
operation is used which results in use of lower compression ratio compared 
to diesel engines. As shown in Figure 5 lower compression ratio means 
lower engine efficiency.    

Furthermore, since diesel engines operate lean, the exhaust gas 
temperature is low and the construction materials do not tolerate high 
exhaust gas temperatures. The converted engines have more stringent 
limitations in terms of high exhaust gas temperatures than dedicated SI 
engines.   

In summary, throttle losses, lower compression ratio, sensitivity to 
high exhaust gas temperature and lower fuel density are main 
parameters which results in lower heavy-duty natural gas engine 
performance compared to diesel engines.  

State of the art of natural gas engines research  

Heavy-duty natural gas engines are mostly applied in power plants and 
also in relatively small numbers for urban transport. In compare with 
diesel engine research, natural gas engines are relatively speaking ignored 
due to the low market demand and lack of necessary infrastructure for 
Natural Gas Vehicles (NGV).  

The trend is changing, however, and the demand and interest in NGVs 
start to increase and more research for more efficient technologies is 
needed.  Today there are about 12 million NGVs worldwide. In Europe, 
Italy and Russia have the largest fleets and in Germany the fleet is 
developing rapidly. The European Union (EU) has set a target of 
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replacing petroleum fuel use in the transport sector with 20% alternative 
fuels by the year 2020 and will issue a Directive on the use of alternative 
fuels. This could mean 10% of the market for natural gas by 2020 [8].  

Due to the lack of focus on natural gas engine research, great potential 
exists for optimization of the existing technologies. 

1.2 Objectives 

The main objective of the thesis is to develop and apply new strategies to 
improve the overall engine efficiency; extend the maximum power 
level and improve the transient capability of the engine. Comparing a 
heavy-duty natural gas engine to a corresponding diesel engine shows 
that: 

 Overall engine efficiency is lower due to throttle losses and 
lower compression ratio.    

 Maximum power level of a natural gas engine is lower due to 
the lower gas density and knock phenomena.  

 Transient capability of the engine is limited due to the diluted 
operation of the engine and the small lambda window.  

1.3 Scope of the thesis  

The scope of this project is as follow: 

 Use stoichiometric operation with three-way catalyst 
 Explore diluted operation with large EGR fraction in order to 

increase efficiency and suppress knock  
 Employ in-cylinder sensing and control to limit cyclic, cylinder-to-

cylinder and lambda variations 
 Explore engine modification to improve efficiency and extend the 

maximum load level 
 Explore Hythane as an alternative fuel to natural gas 
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1.4 Approach 

This work is an experimental work and the studies presented in this thesis 
were conducted following a methodology as below: 

 As introduction, literature studies on fundamentals, concepts and 
applications were performed to review previous work and 
experience in the field. 

 Planning and designing of experiments   
 Performing experiments  
 Evaluating the experimental data  

1.5 Thesis contributions 

The gas engine project at Lund University has previously explored 
extending the performance, fuel efficiency and stability of SI natural gas 
engines. The first NG engine activities started in the beginning of the 
1990s. In the first and second phase of the natural gas engine project a lot 
of time was spent to measure turbulence and to investigate how the 
combustion chamber design influenced combustion parameters and 
emissions [9], [10] and [11]. Those experiments were applied on a single-
cylinder Volvo engine TD102 (6-cylinder engine with one of the cylinders 
operational and the other 5 motored). In the third phase of the natural 
gas engine activities a new engine was supplied by Volvo (6-cylinder 
turbocharged Volvo engine TG103) for performing some research on a 
multi-cylinder engine. Different experiments were performed including 
investigating different locations for fuel injection, investigation of cylinder-
to-cylinder and cycle-to-cycle variations in a Lean Burn natural gas engine 
and a study to compare Lean Burn natural gas engine versus 
stoichiometric operation with EGR [12], [13] and [14]. 

The existing project is the fourth phase of the natural gas engine project 
at Lund University. The previous results show that the stoichiometric 
operation is a better choice than lean operation since by using a 3-way 
catalyst the emissions level can be kept at very low levels and differences 
in efficiency are not significant. Based on the previous results the engine 
operates stoichiometric and the thesis focuses mostly on the problems 
associated with this type of operation. 
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Extending the dilution limit of the engine and developing closed-loop 
control to operate the engine at its dilution limit has been the main 
method to improve throttle losses. A new method for calculating cyclic 
variation was developed that significantly improved the transient 
capability of the engine control system. The method consequently applied 
on a closed-loop dilution limit control which resulted in improvement in 
specific fuel consumption with acceptable transient capability. Ion current 
signals were studied at different operation condition. Cyclic variation of 
ion current integral was found to be a robust combustion stability 
parameter which can be used as more economical alternative to cyclic 
variation derived from pressure sensors.  

Moreover, the key features to improve the engine performance are 
identified as, right amount of EGR at different operating regions, right 
compression ratio, Variable Geometry Turbocharger (VGT), high 
turbulent pistons, long route EGR system and model-based control. 

1.6 Outline of the thesis  

Chapter one supplies a background to subjects presented in the thesis, 
outlines the previous work performed at the department, objectives, 
scopes for these studies and describes the methodologies used. In chapter 
two the experimental engine, measurement system and control system are 
discussed. In chapter three definitions for different types of efficiencies are 
discussed. In Chapter four a dilution limit control was designed and 
evaluated and the importance of using model-based control strategy is 
highlighted. In chapter five a model-based control for lambda was 
developed and evaluated by experimental data. In chapter six the needed 
engine modification to improve engine performance is discussed. In 
chapter seven the effect of Hythane on combustion is discussed. The main 
conclusions of this thesis are discussed in chapter eight. In chapter nine 
suggested future work is listed followed by references and summary of the 
publications by author.   
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Chapter 2 
 

2 Experimental work  
This chapter gives an overview of the experimental apparatus and some 
experimental methods that were used for the research presented in this 
thesis. It starts by presenting the engine setup i.e. specifications of the 
engine, its control system and measurement system. Measurement 
uncertainties and design of experiments are very important subjects in 
experimental work. These subjects are discussed briefly in separate 
subsections. The chapter ends by highlighting some important issues 
associated with experimental work.          

2.1 Experimental engine  

The experimental engine was originally a heavy-duty diesel engine from 
Volvo Trucks which has been converted for natural gas operation; see       
Table 3 for engine specification. The engine is equipped with a short-route 
cooled EGR system and a turbocharger with wastegate.  

      Table 3    Specification of the engine 

Number of Cylinder 6
Displacement 9,4 Liter
Bore 120 mm
Stroke 138 mm
Compression ratio 10,5 :1
Fuel Natural gas

Some engine modifications were performed and new features were installed 
on the engine for more flexible engine operation especially during 
transients. The modifications are mainly on the injection system, ignition 
and injection modules which are presented as follows.  
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2.1.1 Multi-port injection system  

Originally the engine is equipped with a single-point injection system, 
with four injectors at the fuel injector assembly. The single-point injection 
system was replaced by a multi-port injection system shown in Figure 6. 
The main reasons for using a multi-port injection system are the 
possibility of adjusting injection for each cylinder individually (i.e. 
cylinder balancing) and faster response to throttle changes (i.e. better 
transient capability). The original fuel pressure system supplies gas at a 
pressure of approximately 10 bar. The test-bench engine is supplied with 
natural gas at a pressure of 4 bar, thus the port injection system is 
equipped with 12 injectors (2 per cylinder) to compensate the lower 
pressure and cover the whole load range, see Figure 6. This also makes it 
possible to operate the engine with two different gaseous fuels 
simultaneously, in case it is desired.  

 

Figure 6 Multi-Port Fuel Injection design 

In order to prevent cross breathing of natural gas between cylinders, six 
mouthpieces were designed for each cylinder and mounted on the injector 
units to pass the gas flow in the same direction as the cylinder (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 Designed injector mouthpiece 

Changing the injection system from single-point to multi-port injection 
system resulted in severe cylinder to cylinder variation. Individual lambda 
sensors for each cylinder were installed and it was founded that each 
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injector has an individual offset that must be calibrated carefully. 
Adjusting the injectors offset removed the cylinder to cylinder variations.  

2.1.2 Ignition and Injection modules  

Cylinder-individual control of fuel injection and ignition is possible with a 
new platform developed by Hoerbiger Control Systems. Three Cylinder-
Control-Modules (CCM) are designed especially for cylinder-individual 
control of ignition and fuel injection as well as ion current measurements.  

The modules use the well-known message-based protocol Control Area 
Network (CAN) for communication. The engine setup is shown in Figure 
8. The three CCMs can be seen below the inlet part and the three boxes 
on top are ion current modules.   

 

Figure 8    The experimental engine is connected to a dynamometer. 

2.2 The engine control system 

A master PC based on GNU/Linux operating system is used as a control 
system. The main program is written in C++ which communicates with 
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the three CCMs for cylinder-individual control of ignition and fuel 
injection via CAN communication, see Figure 9.  

Crank and cam information are used to synchronize the CCMs with the 
crank rotation. Flexible controller implementation is achieved using 
Simulink and C-code is generated using the automatic code generation 
tool of Real Time Workshop. The C-code is then compiled to an 
executable program which communicates with the main control program. 
The program fullfills the requirements for realtime application.   

 

Figure 9 Engine setup structure. A master PC based on GNU/Linux operating 
system is used as a control system 

2.3 Measurement instruments 

Different parameters were measured from the engine. Some of them such 
as crank and cam information and throttle position were needed to 
operate the control system and the engine. Lots of parameters such as in-
cylinder pressure, ion-current, emissions, torque, different flows and 
temperatures etc. were measured to analyze and evaluate the performance 
of the engine. Data was sampled with different units, data acquisition 
cards and with different sample resolution. The master control PC 
communicates with two other PCs which sample emissions and some other 
parameters (i.e. slow sampled data) via TCP/IP communication protocol. 
Figure 10 shows the data flow and communications between PCs and the 
engine units.  
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Figure 10 Different parameters were measured from the experimental engine. These 
parameters are such as in-cylinder pressure, cam and crank position, EGR 
valve position, throttle position, emission, fuel and air flow etc. 

2.3.1 High resolution data  

The cylinder head is equipped with piezo electric pressure transducers of 
type Kistler 7061B to monitor cylinder pressures for heat release 
calculations. The ion-currents are sampled by CCMs using the spark plugs 
as sensors. In-cylinder pressure and ion current data are sampled by a 
Microstar 5400A (DAP 5400A) data acquisition processor which is able to 
measure 1.25 MS/second (with 8 channels) [15]. To determine the crank 
shaft position a Leine & Linde encoder is used which provides five pulses 
per crank angle degree giving a resolution of 0.2 CAD. The in-cylinder 
pressure and ion current data were sampled with a resolution of 0.2 CAD. 
Three other parameters, lambda, inlet pressure and air flow were also 
sampled with DAP 5400A but with lower resolution.  

Controlling lambda is one of the objectives of this work; thus fast lambda 
measurement and fuel calculation is essential. To measure lambda a 
broadband sensor from ETAS is used to provide a faster response than the 
lambda calculated from exhaust analysis. To measure air flow a 
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Bronkhorst F-107A is used to provide accurate and fast response data for 
lambda control. 

2.3.2 Low resolution data  

All temperatures were measured by Pentronic Type K thermocouples. 
Torque is measured from a load cell and fuel flow was measured by F type 
Bronkhorst flow-meter. All these data were sampled by a HP 3852A data 
acquisition unit which gives a sample rate of 0.5 Hz.     

2.3.3 Emissions  

Emissions such as HC, CO, CO2, NO2, NOX and O2 are measured before 
and after catalyst. Different analyzers were used to measure the emissions. 
A summary of the measurement techniques are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4 Measurements technique for different emissions 

Emission Measurement technique Range 

NOX Chemiluminescence Detector (CLD) 0.10000 ppm 
HC Flame Ionization Detector (FID) 0-10000 ppm 
CO2, CO Non-Dispersive Infrared Detectors (NDIR) 0-10%,0.16% 
O2 Paramagnetic Detector (PMA) 0-25% 

 

EGR was calculated by measuring CO2 at inlet and exhaust. The latter a 
NOX/Oxygen sensor is used to measure oxygen content and the amount of 
EGR was estimated based on that.  

2.4 Measurement uncertainties 

The experimental work consists of two main processes i.e. measurement 
and data processing. Each of these processes will inevitably introduce 
errors which consequently result in uncertainty of the processed data. The 
error sources can be very different such as calibration errors, effects of 
different operating conditions on different sensors, assumptions, 
estimations and models. The approximate size of the uncertainty should 
be known to allow a fair judgment and conclusion. A study was performed 
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in [16] to quantify the measurement uncertainty in a 6-cylinder heavy 
duty engine. The author encourages the reader of this thesis to keep this 
fact in mind when reviewing the results.         

2.5 Experimental work issues  

Maybe one of the biggest challenges during these roughly 4.5 years of PhD 
research work was experimentally related issues. It took less than one year 
to make the engine, its control system and all other communication 
equipment ready for the first experiments. Installing the engine, fitting it 
with all measurements equipment, making a compatible and operational 
control system with functional communication are some practical parts of 
the work. Apart from the time needed to prepare the engine and 
computers for measurements, different mechanical and electrical failures of 
various parts such as engine units, actuators, signals and computers may 
occur. Diagnosis of failures together with the time needed for 
troubleshooting and finding a relevant solution and fixing the failures can 
be considered as one of the most time consuming moments in the project.  

The author wants just to highlight the difficulty and the time consuming 
process of the experimental work. This means that the effective research 
time is much less than the project duration.  
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Chapter 3 
 

3 Data processing  
Most of the results in this thesis are evaluated and presented in terms of 
various efficiencies and combustion timings and durations. This chapter 
gives an introduction about the energy cascade and heat release in ICEs 
and discusses some important aspects of them. 

3.1 Efficiency  

Mean Effective Pressure (MEP) is a normalized measure of work output 
from an engine that can be compared regardless of its size. The fuel 
conversion process to mechanical work during a combustion cycle can be 
broken down into different processes as illustrated in Figure 11 .  

 

Figure 11 Energy cascade in internal combustion engines. The Sankey diagram is copied 
from [27] 

FuelMEP: Fuel energy
QhrMEP: Fuel is converted to heat energy  
     QemisMEP: Emission losses due to     

incomplete combustion  
 
IMEPgross: Heat is converted to mechanical 
work to pistons.  

QhtMEP: Wall heat and mass losses 
QexhMEP: exhaust losses 

 
IMEPnet: Net mechanical work to pistons 
(inclusive pumping work) 

PMEP: Pumping work 
 
BMEP: Mechanical work out from crank 
shaft 

FMEP: Friction work  
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The diagram visualizes the entire process from fuel conversion to thermal 
energy and thermal energy to mechanical work. Different losses during the 
process are visualized and described briefly in the figure. All terms are 
normalized by engine displacement.    

3.1.1 Combustion efficiency 

In the first step the injected fuel per cycle should be converted to thermal 
energy. The fuel is oxidized and as result a certain amount of energy will 
be released. If the combustion is not complete, a small part of the fuel is 
not converted to heat and comes out in forms of different emissions 
mostly HC and CO which has a heating value. Combustion efficiency is a 
measure to show how well the fuel energy (FuelMEP) is converted to heat 
(QhrMEP) expressed as (3.1):    
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mf is the fuel mass per cycle, QLHV is the lower heating value of the fuel 
and VD is displacement volume. Normally the combustion efficiency is 
calculated from exhaust gas analysis which gives a more accurate result.    

3.1.2 Thermodynamic efficiency  

After combustion and when the heat is released, the next step is the 
conversion of the heat to mechanical work. This conversion usually 
involves the biggest loss in the entire process. The heat losses in form of 
heat transfer to cylinder walls, crevices and mass losses (QhtMEP) are 
relatively high. A large amount of heat can also be lost in the form of 
exhaust enthalpy (QexhMEP).  
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Mechanical work for the whole cycle is calculated by measuring in-cylinder 
pressure together with estimation of cylinder volume from the crankshaft 
position. Mechanical work calculated for the entire combustion cycle is 
called IMEPnet and excluding the gas-exchange process gives IMEPgross.  
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Thermodynamic efficiency is a measure to evaluate the heat conversion to 
mechanical work (IMEPgross) and is expressed as (3.6). 
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3.1.3 Gross-indicated efficiency  

This efficiency is the product of the thermodynamic efficiency and 
combustion efficiency. Normally combustion efficiency is calculated based 
on exhaust gas analysis, sometimes the exhaust gas data is not available, 
and in this case it is more appropriate to use gross-indicated efficiency 
instead of combustion and thermodynamic efficiency. It can be expressed 
as (3.7). 
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3.1.4 Gas-Exchange efficiency  

Gas-exchange efficiency is a measure to evaluate the pumping losses in 
internal combustion engines which is expressed as (3.8) 

net
GE
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IMEP

IMEP


 
   
 

   (3.8) 

Pumping losses can be expressed in terms of Pumping Mean Effective 
Pressure (PMEP). PMEP is expressed as (3.9) 

gross netPMEP IMEP IMEP    (3.9) 

3.1.5 Mechanical efficiency  

Mechanical efficiency is a measure to evaluate the mechanical losses, 
consisting of friction losses, drive losses in oil, water and fuel supply 
pumps. The mechanical efficiency is expressed as (3.10) the ratio between 
the brake work or Brake Mean Effective Pressure (BMEP) and the 
indicated work. In BMEP calculation T is the measured torque and  is 
the stroke factor which is 2 for a four stroke engine.  
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3.1.6 Brake efficiency  

Brake Efficiency or total efficiency is the ratio between brake work and 
supplied fuel energy which is the same as product of all part efficiencies 
listed below.   
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3.2 Heat release 

Heat release is the most important method to analyze combustion in 
ICEs. In this section heat-release calculation and some important 
parameters to analyze and diagnose combustion are discussed. During the 
combustion in ICEs the inlet and exhaust valves are closed. This means 
that only heat is transferred and mass transfer is negligible. Hence, the 
combustion can be modelled as a closed system. The first law of 
thermodynamics states  

dQ dU dW     (3.13)                                  

, ,  are changes in heat transfer, internal energy and work. 
Applying the internal energy definition, differentiating that and applying 
the ideal gas law will result in a new expression for the internal energy. 

( )vC
dU Vdp Pdv

R
 

   
(3.14)                                 

Where  the specific heat capacity at constant volume, R is the ideal gas 
constant, P is pressure and V is volume. Change in mechanical work is 
given by  

dW pdV     (3.15) 

Expressing the new terms for  and  yields a new expression for  
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An expression for the gas constant can be obtained from 
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This yields a new equation for the changes in heat transfer or heat release 
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There are also some losses which should be accounted for in the heat 
release calculation. dQ , dQ  are changes in wall heat transfer losses and 
mass (blow-by). Since the heat release is calculated for an internal 
combustion engine, it is very convenient to represent it as a crank angle 
derivative. 

1

1 1
ht mdQ dQdQ dv dp

p V
d d d d d


      
   

 
 (3.19)                                 

Heat losses can be calculated or estimated with empirical and 
mathematical methods.  

3.2.1 Combustion Phasing and Duration 

Accumulated heat release can be calculated from the heat release 
derivative. A typical accumulated heat release as a function of crank angle 
degree can be seen in Figure 12. Two important parameters are defined to 
analyze and control the combustion in a more sophisticated way (i.e. 
combustion duration and combustion phasing). Combustion duration is 
calculated as the crank angle difference between 10% and 90% (i.e. CA10 
and CA90) mass fraction burned. Combustion phasing is defined as the 
crank angle degree where 50% of the total heat is released (i.e. CA50). 
The reason for choosing 50% location is the favourable signal to noise 
ratio [17]. Normally CA50 is used for combustion control or combustion 
diagnostics.   

 
Figure 12 Combustion timing when 10%, 50% and 90% of the total heat is released 

contains useful information both for combustion analysis and combustion 
control [17]
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Chapter 4 
 

4 Dilution Limit Control 
In this chapter an introduction about throttle losses and their effects on 
part/low load efficiency is presented. Operating an engine at its maximum 
dilution limit is suggested as a practical solution to decrease the throttle 
losses and improve the efficiency. To ensure the combustion stability at 
these operating conditions robust control is necessary.  Details about the 
control structure, experiments and the evaluation of the control 
performance at steady-state and transient conditions are reported. 
Moreover a new method to calculate the combustion stability is developed 
and discussed in this chapter.   

4.1 Improving Efficiency at Low/Part load 

By operating natural gas engines stoichiometrically a three way catalyst 
can be used which results in very low emissions however these types of 
engines suffer from poor gas-exchange efficiency at part or low loads due 
to high throttling losses. EGR is a well-known practice to improve engine 
fuel economy, decrease knock tendency and reduce raw NOX emissions in 
certain operating regimes. Using EGR results in improved fuel economy 
due to the following facts:  

 Reduced throttling losses (low/part loads): The addition of inert 
exhaust gas into the intake system means that for a given power 
output, the throttle plate must be opened further, resulting in 
increased inlet manifold pressure and reduced throttling losses (see 
Figure 13). 
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Figure 13 Adding EGR means that for a given power output, the throttle plate must be 
opened further which results in lower throttle losses 

 Reduced heat rejection: Lowered peak combustion temperatures 
not only reduce NOX formation, it also reduces the loss of thermal 
energy to combustion chamber surfaces, leaving more energy 
available for conversion to mechanical work during the expansion 
stroke. Increased EGR rate makes the combustion colder and the 
combustion duration longer but it can be compensated somewhat 
through advanced ignition timing. 
 

 Reduced chemical dissociation: The lower peak temperature result 
in more of the released energy remaining as sensible energy near 
Top Dead Center (TDC), rather than being expended (early in the 
expansion stroke) on the dissociation of combustion products. This 
effect is relatively minor compared to the first two. 
 

The experimental engine is a standard production engine and is equipped 
with a short route EGR system which is mainly used to suppress knock 
and not for improving fuel efficiency. When taking into account the 
advantages of EGR in improving efficiency it is desired to operate the 
engine at its dilution limit at low/part load operation regions. The 
dilution limit is imposed by increased cyclic variation of the combustion 
intensity that reduces the drivability. Thus, there will be a limit to the 
amount of EGR that can be tolerated for each operating point. However, 
closed loop control of EGR based on combustion stability parameters can 
be a good means to improve the efficiency and preserve the engines 
stability at the same time.   
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On the way to reach this goal different methodologies and combustion 
stability parameters are used. Pressure/Ion current based dilution limit 
control is applied on the EGR separately in order to maximize EGR rate 
as while preserving combustion stability. Furthermore, standard closed 
loop lambda control for controlling the overall air/fuel ratio is applied in 
order to keep the catalyst efficiency at its highest level all the time. 

4.2 Combustion Stability 

Different combustion stability parameters can be used to measure the 
roughness of the engine operation. In the following subsections a new 
method for calculating cyclic variation and combustion stability 
parameters derived from pressure signals and Ion current signals are 
discussed. 

4.2.1 Combustion Stability Parameter Based on In-
Cylinder Pressure  

One important and well-known measure of cyclic variability and 
combustion stability, derived from pressure data, is Coefficient of 
Variation (COV) of the Indicated Mean Effective Pressure (IMEP)  [18], 
[19]. It is defined as the standard deviation of IMEP divided by the mean 
value based on e.g. 100 cycles. The following equations express cyclic 
variations where N is the number of the cycles.  

 ( ) 100IMEPCOV IMEP
IMEP
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4.2.2 New Method for Calculation of Cyclic Variations 

Using the traditional method for calculating COV(IMEP) during transient 
operation produces erroneous results. A gradual deterministic change in 
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IMEP results in a mean value that is not representative for the entire 
evaluation interval and the change in operating point will be interpreted 
as cyclic variation. This means that COV calculations based on mean 
values are not suitable for transient operations.   

It is desired to calculate and update the cyclic variations continuously and 
smoothly over a fixed number of cycles i.e. 100 cycles. It is also desired to 
calculate COV(IMEP) in a way that transient operation of the engine 
does not affect the calculations too much. To achieve this goal a new 
method is suggested which update the dataset continuously and uses a 
sort of low pass filter instead of mean value in order to eliminate the 
deterministic errors.    

It is assumed that the mean value of IMEP is based on a dataset of 100 
cycles (4.3). The dataset is desired to be updated continuously. This 
means that, the vector of IMEP updates each cycle by replacing the oldest 
value by the newest one i.e. IMEP1 is replaced by IMEP101 (4.4).  

1 2 3 100[ ... ]

100

IMEP IMEP IMEP IMEP
IMEP

   
  (4.3) 

2 3 100 101[ ... ]

100New

IMEP IMEP IMEP IMEP
IMEP
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During step changes and transients there are still risks to get deterministic 
changes. The definition of Low-Pass Filter was helpful to calculate a filter 
set of COV(IMEP). A new variable is defined and named IMEPfilter and is 
calculated according to (4.5) where k is the cycle number and λ is a 
predefined weight that can be selected between [0 1]. Selecting λ is a 
trade-off between accuracy and transient performance. λ was chosen equal 
to 0.3 in this study. The final expression for calculating the cyclic 
variation of IMEP is expressed(4.6). 

( 1) ( ) (1 ) ( )filtered m filtered m netIMEP k IMEP k IMEP k      (4.5) 
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2( )

( ) 100

net filtered

filtered

IMEP IMEP

NCOV IMEP
IMEP

 
 
   
  
 


  (4.6) 

To evaluate the performance of the new method a simulation is performed 
in Simulink environment and the filter-based calculation was compared to 
the mean based calculation. The comparison is performed in two stages, 
first under steady-state condition where the IMEP data are not varied 
and in the second step a transient condition is provided by varying IMEP 
between 5 and 15 bars. The results for stead-state and transient cases are 
presented in Figure 14 and Figure 15 respectively. Figure 14 shows that 
under the steady-state conditions the methods work well and COV(IMEP) 
calculations are smooth and reliable. Figure 15 demonstrates comparison 
between the two methods under simulated transient conditions. The figure 
shows that the filter-based method can easily catch the transient and 
remove the deterministic changes due to the lower weighting on the older 
IMEP values. The mean based method is, however, unreliable and cannot 
be used during transients. 

 

Figure 14 COV(IMEP) calculations with 
different methods at steady-state 
conditions 

 

Figure 15 COV(IMEP) calculations with 
different methods under transient 
condition

4.2.3 Combustion Stability Parameter Based on Ion 
current Signals 

COV(IMEP) is a combustion stability parameter derived from pressure 
signals. Direct measurement of in-cylinder pressure can be implemented 
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with pressure sensors although their use in production vehicles is very 
expensive, not only in their capital cost but in their required precision 
fitting and machining procedures. The ion current technique is a method 
of measuring in-cylinder combustion information in a non-intrusive and 
economical manner. A lot of researchers have shown interest in ion-sensing 
in recent years concerning measurement techniques and its possible 
applications [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. The following subsections try to 
explain very briefly the basics of ion current and finally aim to find a 
compatible ion current based combustion stability parameter to 
COV(IMEP). The parameter should be robust enough to be used for 
diagnostic purposes.   

Ion-Current 

Chemical reactions during the combustion process produce ions and 
electrons and the motion of these charged particles can be measured by 
applying a voltage ( 100 V DC) over the spark plug which is used as an 
ion sensing probe. One proposal is to divide the ion current into three 
parts: the ignition phase, the chemical-ionization phase and the thermal-
ionization phase [26]. Figure 16 shows a typical ion current trace and a 
pressure signal of an average of 400 cycles from the test engine. The 
ignition phase starts with charging the ignition coil and ends with the coil 
ringing after the spark. The chemical-ionization phase reflects the early 
flame development in the spark gap and thermal-ionization phase appears 
in the burned gases behind the flame front. The peak position often 
appears close to the position of maximum cylinder pressure. 

 

Figure 16  Typical Pressure and Ion current signals Vs. Crank Angle Degree (CAD) 
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Deriving a Combustion Stability index 

In order to find a proper ion current based combustion stability 
parameter, the behaviour of the ion current signal at different operating 
conditions was investigated. The engine was operated with different 
air/fuel ratios and different EGR rates.  

Figure 17 shows ion current signals with different air/fuel ratios. 
According to the figure the strongest ion current signal is achieved when 
operating the engine somewhat lean (i.e. Lambda =1.1) but as the engine 
operates leaner or richer the ion current amplitude decreases.  

 

Figure 17    Ion current signal decreases when operating the engine too rich or lean 

Figure 18 shows the ion current signal behaviour with different amounts 
of EGR. By increasing the EGR rate the amplitudes of the first and the 
second peaks decrease. This effect is strongest on the second peak which 
almost disappears at highly diluted operating conditions. The ion current 
signal is highly depended on the combustion temperature i.e. the colder 
the combustion the weaker the ion current signal.  
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Figure 18     Ion current signal decreases when increasing the amount of EGR 

For combustion diagnostic purposes, reliable signals and parameters are 
requirements. It is demonstrated in Figure 17 and Figure 18 that the 
signals from the first and the second peak (especially second peak) 
becomes very weak as the combustion becomes colder. For this reason, the 
information from the peaks may not be robust enough for diagnostic 
purposes especially during very lean or diluted operation. However, the 
area created by the first and the second peak contains useful and reliable 
information even at low combustion temperature that can be used for 
combustion diagnostic and control purposes. The area under the first and 
second peak can be expressed as a new parameter as in (4.7) where 

 is the voltage produced by the ion current interface. The ion-
integral limits and  must be chosen so that the ignition phase is not a 
part of the integral and also such that it includes the entire first and the 
second peaks (see Figure 19). 
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Figure 19 Ion-integral includes both the first and the second peak of the ion current 
signals 

An experiment according to Table 5 is performed. The aim of this 
experiment is to find out if there is any correlation between COV(ion-
integral) and COV(IMEP).  

Table 5    Test matrix to capture the correlation between COV(Ion-Integral) and 
COV(IMEP) 

Speed (RPM) EGR Rate (%) 
800 0-4-8-10-12-15 
1000 0-4-8-10-12-15-20 
1200 0-4-8-10-12-15-20 
1400 0-4-8-10-12-15-20 

To compute the cyclic variation 100 cycles of the data were used. Figure 
20 shows COV(ion-integral) correlation with COV(IMEP). It can be seen 
that COV(ion-integral) depends linearly on COV(IMEP) with different 
slopes at different engine speeds. Figure 20 also shows that the level of 
COV(ion-integral) is much higher than the COV(IMEP). The slopes 
indicate that with increasing EGR the COV increases due to the colder 
and longer combustion. At low engine speed, COV(ion-integral) is much 
higher than at high engine speed.   

Figure 21 shows mean values of ion current signals for 400 cycles at 
different engine speeds. It shows that the chemical-ionization phase of the 
ion current signal becomes stronger with higher engine speed. One possible 
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explanation is the better establishment of the early flame with higher 
engine speed.  The thermal-ionization phase remains unchanged as engine 
speed varies. Better signal establishment at higher engine speed results in 
lower COV(ion-integral) level. 

 

Figure 20 COV(Ion-integral) seems to be a 
function of speed 

 

Figure 21  Ion current signals become 
stronger with higher speed 

A new parameter named COV(INDEX) is introduced as a combustion 
stability parameter which is based on COV(ion-integral) and the product 
of engine speed and COV(ion-integral). This parameter is introduced as a 
compatible parameter to COV(IMEP).  

A multiple regression is performed which takes into account both effects 
from COV(Ion-integral) and the product of engine speed and COV(ion-
integral) and calculates the statistics for a line that best fits the data. 
Expression (4.8) is derived which describes the correlation line. 

   
 
COV INDEX 0.000238 Speed COV(Ion-integral)

0.007 COV(Ion-integral) – 5.97

   


   (4.8) 

COV(INDEX) is calculated for the experimental data. Figure 22 shows 
how COV(INDEX) correlates with COV(IMEP) of the experimental data. 
The standard deviation for the residuals was calculated to 0.42 which 
assure the accuracy of the estimation equation.  
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Figure 22 COV(INDEX) is derived based on a multiple regression from ion-integral and 
engine speed data and correlates well with COV(IMEP) 

4.3 Closed-Loop dilution limit control 

One of the objectives of this work is to develop a tool for mapping the 
best positions of the throttle and EGR valve where the engine has the 
lowest pumping losses and the combustion stability index is still less than 
5%. The combustion stability indicator can be either COV(IMEP) or 
COV(INDEX), both give the same information and the only difference 
between them is that COV(IMEP) is derived from pressure signals and 
COV(INDEX) is derived from ion current signals. The solution applied 
here is to develop separate controllers for load (throttle), combustion 
stability (EGR) and lambda (fuel injection). The control structure is 
shown in Figure 23.  

 

Figure 23 Closed-Loop Combustion Control 
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4.3.1 Closed Loop Lambda Control 

To keep the 3-way catalyst efficiency at its highest possible level a 
feedback controller is needed. Closed loop lambda control evaluates the 
signal from the broadband lambda sensor. The sensor measures the 
oxygen content in the exhaust gas, and thus provides information about 
the mixture composition. The closed-loop lambda control strategy uses the 
injected fuel quantity as the manipulated variable and compensates for 
the lambda error. The error signal is based on the difference between the 
measured lambda and a desired set-point lambda and a Proportional 
Integral (PI) controller was used to generate a fuel-offset based on the 
error.  

PID Control 

The Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller is the most common 
form of feedback controller which has been widely used in industry. The P 
term determines the reaction to the current error, the I term determines 
the reaction based on the sum (integral) of past errors, and the D term 
determines the reaction based on the rate at which the error is changing. 
The PID control algorithm is expressed in (4.9) where the controller 
parameters are proportional gain K, integral time Ti, and derivative time 
Td [30]. By tuning the control parameters, the required control action to 
the specific process can be provided. The D part of the controller is very 
sensitive to the measurement noise, which can be improved by adding a 
relevant filter. In this study PI controllers have been developed and used 
and the D part was avoided due to the mentioned fact. 
 

0

1 ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

t

d
i

de t
u t k e t e d T

T dt
 

 
   

 
     (4.9) 

Bump-less transfer and Anti-Windup algorithms were applied during the 
design of the regulator. 

Anti-Windup 

Windup refers to the phenomenon which is caused by interaction between 
the physical limitation of the actuators (i.e. actuator saturation) and 
integral action of the controller. In the case that the actuator reaches its 
upper limit, and if integrator action is used in the control loop, the error 
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continues to be integrated and accumulated to a very large value (it winds 
up). This means the error will have to spend considerable time with the 
opposite sign before the integral can reach zero. Different solutions exist 
to avoid windup when actuators saturate such as setting set-point 
limitation which may influence the performance of the controller. A back-
calculation and tracking method is used here to avoid windup. When the 
output saturates, the integral term in the controller is recomputed so that 
its new value gives an output at the saturation limit [31].       

Bump-less Transfer 

The engine can be operated in manual mode or with the controllers. 
Switching between these two modes should be smooth i.e. the control 
signal should not make a large change. The reasonable assumption for this 
transition is that the error is zero and constant. This implies that the P 
and D parts should be zero but the integral part must be updated 
continuously [31].       

4.3.2 Closed Loop EGR Control 

The regulator always attempts to operate the engine at the maximum 
dilution limit. COV of IMEP or “INDEX” is set as the limitation indicator 
and the level is set to 5 percent. The closed loop EGR control evaluates 
the calculated combustion stability parameter to control the EGR valve. 
The error signal is based on the differences between the calculated 
COV(IMEP) and a set-point COV(IMEP) for 5%. The EGR valve opens 
more as long as the COV(IMEP) is less than 5%, and if COV(IMEP)  
exceeds 5% the regulator starts to close the EGR valve.  

4.3.3 Closed Loop Load Control 

The increase in EGR ratio that follows from activating the combustion 
stability controller decreases the amount of air and thus, with fixed 
lambda, the load. Thus, a Load controller is designed to adjust the 
throttle position to keep the load at a predefined level. It was also desired 
to have an automatic tool to find the best positions of throttle and EGR 
based on the drivers load demand. The load controller fulfils this 
requirement.   
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The engine is connected to an electric dynamometer, and the torque is 
measured with a load cell. Brake Mean Effective Pressure (BMEP) is 
calculated from the measured torque according to equation 3.11 [27]. 

Closed loop load control evaluates the signal from the load cell. The error 
signal is based on the difference between the measured BMEP and the 
demanded BMEP and a throttle offset is generated from that. The 
throttle is adjusted by the regulator to keep the measured BMEP at the 
same level as the desired BMEP. A PI controller with Bump-less transfer 
and Anti-Windup algorithms was selected for the task. 

4.3.4 Closed loop Ignition Timing Control 

For each operating condition optimal spark timing can be obtained. The 
optimal spark timing is called Maximum Brake Torque (MBT) timing 
that yields to maximum output load, highest efficiency and thereby lowest 
fuel consumption for each operating point. A common rule says that MBT 
timing results if 50% of the fuel is burned at about 10 CAD ATDC (i.e. 
CA50=10 ATDC) [7]. A simple experiment was performed to verify the 
statement. Figure 24 shows how changes in CA50 position affect load, 
efficiency and fuel consumption. MBT is obtained roughly when CA50 is 
10 degrees ATDC which is in line with the statement. 

 

Figure 24 Effect of ignition timing on Brake efficiency and SFC 
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CA50 is almost unique for each operating condition, meaning different 
ignition timing is needed to obtain MBT at different loads and engine 
speeds. The ignitions timing needed to achieve MBT at different load and 
engine speeds are presented in Figure 25. Traditionally MBT timing is 
implemented as an open-loop control where the ignition timing is found by 
using a static lookup tables. In this study a feed-forward map together 
with a PI controller is designed and used to achieve MBT for each 
cylinder individually. The error signal is based on the differences between 
the calculated CA50 and the set-point value. The ignition timing is 
subsequently adjusted.  

In multi-cylinder engines there are always variations in the performance of 
different cylinders which has negative impacts on the overall performance 
of the engine. The ignition timing was controlled individually for each 
cylinder. Figure 26 shows that using a feedback controller improve the 
combustion phasing balance in all cylinders. The engine was operated at 
engine speed 1200 RPM and 8 bar BMEP in this experiment. 

 

Figure 25 MBT timing for different loads and 
speeds 

 

Figure 26  CA50 of all 6 cylinders with and 
without MBT controller 

4.3.5 Experimental Results 

The engine was tested for a variety of speed/loads at steady-state 
condition. Since the throttling losses are more critical at lower loads, it 
was decided to operate the engine in this region. Three different loads (i.e. 
2.5, 4 and 5.5 bar BMEP) are chosen to be operated with different engine 
speed levels i.e. 800, 1000, and 1200 RPM (see Table 6). The start of 
injection was fixed for all cases.   
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To provide a basis for fair comparison, experiments were conducted in two 
steps, first without adding EGR and no regulator was activated. In the 
second step by activating the controllers the engine was operated at its 
maximum dilution limit, at the demanded load with MBT timing and 
λ=1. The results are evaluated in terms of Brake Efficiency, pumping 
losses, fuel consumption and stability. Engine runs at stoichiometric 
operating condition with a 3-way catalyst. Since the results for different 
engine speeds were similar, only the results from one of the engine speed 
(1200 RPM) tests at 3 different loads are shown here (results from all 
engine speeds and loads can be found in  [28] and [29]). 

Table 6    Test matrix of the operating conditions  

Engine Speed 
(RPM) 

BMEP  
(Bar) 

Strategies 
 

800 

2,5 NO EGR
2,5 With regulator
4 NO EGR
4 With regulator

5,5 NO EGR
5,5 With regulator

1000 

2,5 NO EGR
2,5 With regulator
4 NO EGR
4 With regulator

5,5 NO EGR
5,5 With regulator

1200 

2,5 NO EGR
2,5 With regulator
4 NO EGR
4 With regulator

5,5 NO EGR
5,5 With regulator

 

Brake Efficiency is a product of different efficiencies as it is discussed in 
chapter 3.1. Gross-indicated, gas-exchange and mechanical efficiency for 
the three loads at 1200 RPM are plotted in Figure 27. The dashed lines 
represent the results when the controllers are not activated (i.e. without 
EGR) and the solid lines represent the results with activated controllers.  
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Since the emissions were measured after catalyst in this experiment the 
data was not proper to calculate the combustion efficiency. Gross-
indicated efficiency which is the product of the thermodynamic and the 
combustion efficiency is presented for the experiments.  

Figure 27 shows slightly higher gross-indicated efficiency in the cases with 
activated controller. By increasing EGR rate the combustion is somewhat 
colder and combustion duration will be longer but it can be compensated 
somewhat by advancing the ignition timing. The combustion efficiency 
can increase somewhat however since the exhaust gas has a second chance 
to be combusted in the cylinder. The net result shows a slight increase in 
gross indicated efficiency.  

The figure shows that the gas-exchange efficiency is higher when the 
controllers are activated since using EGR lets the throttle open even 
further to keep the load at the same level. More open throttle means 
higher inlet pressure which results in higher gas-exchange efficiency. Table 
7 shows how the inlet pressure increases from using EGR. The effect is 
stronger at higher loads since the turbulence is higher and the engine 
tolerates more EGR than at lower loads. The effect on mechanical 
efficiency is neglectable which was expected.  

 

Figure 27 Due to the use of the regulators gas-exchange efficiency will be improved 
which results in improvement of the total efficiency  
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Table 7  Inlet pressures for different cases 

Engine Speed 
(RPM) 

BMEP 
(Bar) 

Strategies
 

Inlet Pressure 
(Bar) 

800 

2,5 NO EGR 0,48 
2,5 With regulator 0,51 
4 NO EGR 0,61 
4 With regulator 0,71 

5,5 NO EGR 0,75 
5,5 With regulator 0,92 

1000 

2,5 NO EGR 0,47 
2,5 With regulator 0,51 
4 NO EGR 0.62 
4 With regulator 0,73 

5,5 NO EGR 0,75 
5,5 With regulator 0,89 

1200 

2,5 NO EGR 0,49 
2,5 With regulator 0,54 
4 NO EGR 0,62 
4 With regulator 0,75 

5,5 NO EGR 0,77 
5,5 With regulator 0,91 

 

The dilution limit and the stable operating region (i.e. region where 
COV(IMEP)is lower than 5%) for different loads at 1200 RPM are plotted 
in Figure 28. X-axis shows BMEP in bar, Y-axis shows the rate of EGR in 
percentage and the colored region shows the level of COV(IMEP). As load 
and speed increases, more EGR can be tolerated in the engine because of 
lower residual fraction and higher turbulence level. The figure also verifies 
the effect of EGR on cyclic variations. 
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Figure 28 The maximum dilution limit is specified at 1200 RPM. In this study the stable 
operating region is defined as the operating region where COV(IMEP) is lower 
than five percent  

Pumping losses are calculated and presented in form of PMEP. Figure 
29 shows PMEP for the three evaluated loads (2.5, 4, and 5.5 bar BMEP) 
at 1200 RPM. The X-axis shows the EGR valve opening position in 
percentage and the Y-axis shows the throttle opening position in 
percentage. The triangle shows the stable region for the three loads. A 
certain throttle opening is needed to achieve a certain load. As the EGR 
valve opens more the throttle must be opened more to achieve the same 
amount of load. As an example in Figure 29, the case at 5.5 bar can be 
considered. When the EGR valve is closed the throttle is 34% open but as 
the EGR valve opens more the throttle opens up to 42% to keep the load 
at the same level. The throttle opening results in almost 0.15 bar 
reduction in PMEP which corresponds to over 6% reduction of the 
Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC) (see Figure 30). Figure 30 shows 
the same type of plot as Figure 29, but it shows SFC as a function of 
throttle and EGR valve position for the three loads at 1200 RPM.  
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Figure 29 PMEP [bar] decreases as the throttle opens more. 

        

Figure 30 SFC reduces as a result of more throttle opening 

The same experiment was performed by using COV(INDEX) instead of 
COV(IMEP) as combustion stability indicator in the EGR regulator. The 
results and the control performance were as good as with COV(IMEP). 

4.3.6 Control performance  

Figure 31 illustrates a typical performance of the different controllers. At 
the top of the figure CA50 is plotted as a function of cycle number. CA50 
is tuned around 10 CAD ATDC by adjusting the ignition timing which is 
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plotted below CA50 in the figure. Lambda is adjusted by controlling the 
injection duration and the cyclic variation is controlled by regulating the 
amount of EGR.  

 

Figure 31 Controllers performance. As COV(IMEP) increases from the predefined limit 
(i.e. 5%) EGR, Lambda and ignition timing are adjusted 

A disturbance resulted in increase in cyclic variation, as it increases over 
the predefined value (i.e. 5%) the EGR valve starts closing and EGR rates 
decreases. As result of this change, injection duration and ignition timing 
should be adjusted to achieve high catalyst efficiency and MBT. The 
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overall steady-state performance was very good however the transient 
performance of the lambda controller was limited. However it should be 
mentioned that the developed dilution limit control should be applied for 
steady-state operation or light transients and not sharp transient 
operations.   

Only PI feedback controllers were used in this study but a combination of 
PI controllers and feed-forward maps or model-based controllers will 
further improve the performance. PID type controllers do not perform 
well when applied to systems with time delays. Model-based controller 
overcomes the problem of delayed feedback by using predicted future 
states of the output for control. Later in this thesis some results about 
model-based lambda controller are presented.   

4.4 Concluding remarks  

The conclusions obtained from this study assure that by relatively small 
efforts, large amount of fuel can be saved. Using the filter-based COV 
calculation, in combination with high performance dilution limit controller 
will result in at least 4.5% fuel saving at 1200 RPM. The following 
conclusions can be highlighted from this study: 

 New method for COV calculations was developed which removes 
the deterministic errors during transients  
 

 Controlling Lambda, MBT, Load and EGR was found to work 
well. The controller made it possible to have the maximum 
amount of EGR in the cylinder while preserving the combustion 
stability 
 

 Very good steady-state and limited transient performance were 
achieved. 
 

 The results verified 1.5-2.5% points improvement in Brake 
Efficiency at low/part loads by using the dilution limit controller. 
 

 The proposed controllers can be used as a tool for mapping the 
best positions of the throttle and EGR valve in terms of efficiency. 
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The map created by the tool can subsequently be used as a feed-
forward map combined with a feedback controller for faster 
response 
 

 The combustion stability parameter COV(INDEX) which is based 
on COV(Ion-Integral) derived from ion-integral is proportional to  
COV(IMEP)  
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 Chapter 5 
 

5 Model Predictive Control of 
Lambda 
This chapter gives an introduction to the “lambda window” and the 
importance of controlling lambda to stay within the lambda window. 
Model Predictive Control (MPC) was suggested as a relevant strategy to 
control lambda and the essential steps for MPC such as system 
identification, modelling and design of the controller are discussed in 
details. Finally the control performance was evaluated on the 
experimental engine by imposing different disturbances. The purpose of 
this study is to apply MPC and verify it as a new candidate to control 
lambda and not to develop a new control algorithm.  

5.1 Background 

As mentioned in the introduction chapter, the chosen engine operation 
concept is stoichiometric. The main reason for stoichiometric operation is 
the possibility to use a 3-way catalyst to reduce simultaneously all three 
regulated emissions (i.e. CO, HC and NOX) to very low levels and at 
relatively low cost. Generally the reactions to oxidize CO and HC and 
reduce NOX occur most efficiently when the engine operates very close to 
the fuel’s stoichiometric air/fuel ratio. For the experimental engine the 
catalyst yields the absolute lowest emissions when lambda is equal to 
0.995. A narrow range of lambda offset 0.995±0.009 can be considered as 
a “lambda window” where the catalyst works very effectively. Engine 
operation outside the lambda window results in poor conversion efficiency. 
The emissions before and after catalyst, conversion process and lambda 
window are specified in Figure 32. Because of the narrow range of lambda 
a closed-loop control is vital to regulate the fuel supplied with respect to 
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the air flow. Different feedback lambda control alternatives are discussed 
in the next subsection. 

 

Figure 32 The regulated emissions before and after catalyst. The lambda window is 
specified in the figure to the right [32]  

5.2 Lambda control  

Normally a PID control strategy has been used to control lambda. PID 
control is the most common strategy to control linear processes without 
time delays. Normally an oxygen sensor is installed downstream of 
exhaust manifold to measure the oxygen content and calculate the lambda 
value. The sensor1 is located a relatively long distance from the cylinders 
which produces a time delay. Moreover, various disturbances during 
transients make the process non-linear. Due to the time delay and 
nonlinearity a PID controller may not be the optimal choice. One way to 
overcome these problems is to use a model-based controller. An ideal 
model-based control block diagram is illustrated in Figure 33.  

 

Figure 33 Ideal model-based control block diagram  

                                         

1 A broadband lambda sensor (i.e. linear lambda sensor) is used to measure lambda. This linear lambda 
sensor issues a signal proportional to the residual oxygen content of the exhaust. 
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It means that if an accurate model of the process is available, and if the 
model is invertible, then process dynamics can be cancelled by the inverse 
model and provide perfect control [33]. However, it should be emphasized 
that the accuracy of the model is an essential factor for good control 
performance. Different approaches exist to model a process. Since the 
purpose of this work is only control and not the characterization of the 
process “black-box” models are more appropriate than the “white-box” or 
physical models. Different model-based control approaches are available 
and can be used to control lambda. Some of them are reported in [34] and 
[35]. In this study due to the relevance of MPC, it is suggested to control 
lambda. Use of MPC to control lambda was not reported previously.  

5.3 Model Predictive Control  

MPC is a model-based control strategy that uses prediction to optimize 
future control actions with respect to a cost function [36]. The 
optimization cost function is given by (5.1): 

2 2( )
i ix i i u iJ w r x w u       (5.1) 

Where xi is the control variable, ri the reference variable, ui the 
manipulated variable and wx and wu are weights. MPC has the capability 
to handle multivariable control problems and account for actuator and 
output constraints.  

5.4 System identification and modeling  

A dynamic model is essential for an MPC controller to capture the 
dynamics of lambda and to predict the future behavior of the system 
based on that. The main parameters affecting the lambda value are the 
amount of fuel and air. Injection duration and throttle position are chosen 
as input variables and lambda is an output variable for the model.  

System identification is used to obtain an empirical model. The system 
was excited with Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) signals for 
injection duration and throttle position and data was collected. The 
injection duration varied between 3.8 and 4.2 ms and the throttle position 
between 35 and 65% of its maximal opening position at 900 RPM. The 
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changes in throttle position and injection duration resulted in IMEP 
variation from roughly 7 bar to over 9 bar. The changes in throttle 
position, injection duration and the resulted variations in IMEP and 
lambda are presented in Figure 34.  

 

Figure 34 The system was excited with PRBS signals for throttle position and injection 
duration at 900 RPM to identify the dynamics of lambda 

The system Identification Toolbox in Matlab named Ident was used to 
construct a model for the dynamic system from the measured input-
output data. It uses a combination of subspace-based identification and 
optimization of prediction error which proved to generate a good model. A 
3rd order discrete time state space model was identified. Figure 35 shows 
the simulated and measured lambda. The model precision was calculated 
to 82.8%. Offset has been removed from the data in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35 A 3rd order discrete time state space model was identified. Simulated lambda 
fits the measured lambda with very good precision. The model has 2 inputs 
(i.e. throttle position and injection duration)   

5.5 Design of lambda controller 

Throttle position is used as a “measured disturbance” and injection 
duration as “manipulated variable” (see Figure 36).  When a variable is 
defined as a measured disturbance it means that the controller should 
provide feed-forward compensation based on the measurement. A 
manipulated variable is a signal that will be adjusted by the controller, 
i.e. in this case injection duration which will be controlled by the 
injectors. An input variable in XFigure 36 named “Unmeasured 
Disturbance” is a disturbance for which the controller will provide 
feedback compensation. Unmeasured Disturbances can be variables such 
as engine speed or EGR rate. 

 

Figure 36 MPC Lambda controller structure 
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When designing an MPC controller, a number of tuning parameters 
should be tuned carefully to improve the controller quality. The tuning 
parameters are weights, constraints, estimation gain etc. As pointed out 
previously there are two types of constraints in MPC control design: hard 
and soft constraints. The hard constraints are e.g. actuator constraints 
and the soft constraints are output constraints which as the name implies 
can be violated. The output constraints for lambda were set to [-0.04 0.03] 
from the set-point value which is 0.995. This interval was chosen in order 
to prevent high levels of NOX or HC emissions. In order to avoid 
instability of the controller, no stringent constraints were chosen.  

5.6 Control performance  
The performance of the MPC lambda control was evaluated by imposing 
different disturbances on the engine. These disturbances were in the form 
of step and ramp changes in throttle position i.e. load transients, engine 
speed and EGR changes. The lambda controller was also evaluated inside 
and outside of its designed model range. The reference lambda was set to 
0,995 which represent the best catalyst conversion efficiency. The results 
with different disturbances are presented in separate subsections below.  

5.6.1 Throttle disturbance 

Different step and ramp changes in throttle position were applied inside 
and outside of the model range and the performance of the MPC 
controller was analyzed. The throttle was varied (stepwise and ramp 
changes) inside the model range and the resulting injection duration and 
lambda are plotted in Figure 37. IMEP was also plotted to give an 
indication of the load variations.  

The controller tracks lambda very quickly and accurately with step and 
ramp changes. In order to highlight the control performance, the highest 
variation in lambda is zoomed in and presented at the top of the figure. 
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Figure 37 Control performance with throttle step change inside the model range (35-
65%) 

Different steps and ramps changes outside the model range were applied 
and the resulting control performance is illustrated by Figure 38. The 
control is quick and stable however in comparison with Figure 37, shows 
larger overshoot. The highest overshoot has been zoomed in at the top of 
the figure. 

This simple example shows that the performance of MPC relies highly on 
models. Either wider ranges of data should be used during modelling or 
different models for different data range should be provided and switched 
between during control.  
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Figure 38 Control performance with throttle step change outside the model range 

5.6.2 Engine speed disturbance  

Rapid increase, decrease and ramp changes in engine speed were applied 
and the control performance was evaluated (see Figure 39). With 
relatively small step changes and ramp changes the controller tracks 
lambda changes fairly quickly and accurately. However, with big step 
changes the variations in lambda will be relatively high which can be 
improved by including engine speed in the model. Consequently, during 
the MPC control design process, engine speed can be introduced as a 
measured disturbance.  
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Figure 39 Control performance with disturbance in engine speed 

5.6.3 EGR disturbance  

Another parameter which can be introduced as disturbance to the system 
is the variation in EGR rate. Rapid step changes in EGR level are applied 
and the control performance is observed (see Figure 40). The change in 
EGR valve position results in roughly 12 or 14% increase in EGR rate. 
Lambda is adjusted quickly but with relatively large overshoots. In order 
to decrease the amplitude of the overshoots a new model could be 
designed including the EGR valve position as a measured disturbance. 
The model can subsequently be used in an MPC controller to decrease the 
amplitude of the overshoots. 
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Figure 40 Control performance with step changes in EGR position 

5.6.4 PI versus MPC 

Before using the MPC lambda controller a traditional PI lambda 
controller was used for controlling the overall air/fuel ratio. In this part 
the same tests which were performed with the MPC controller are applied 
with the PI controller. In Figure 41 the same throttle change as performed 
in Figure 37 is applied. With the PI controller lambda goes up to 1.1, and 
takes a longer time to converge to the set-point lambda which results in a 
big increase in NOX emissions. With the MPC controller the feed-forward 
compensation helps find the right amount of fuel injection faster. Of 
course, by adding a feed-forward part to the PI controller its performance 
could be improved a lot.    
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Figure 41 Lambda PI control with step change of the throttle 

5.7 Concluding remarks  
Model Predictive Control is used to control the overall air/fuel ratio. The 
main conclusions obtained from this study are as follows: 

 System identification made it possible to make a reliable dynamic 
model of lambda. Injection duration and throttle position were the 
two input variables of this model. Injection duration was used as 
control signal and throttle position was introduced as a “measured 
disturbance” during model design. 
 

 The controller performance inside the model range is very good 
however it becomes poorer outside the model range. It means that 
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a wide range model which includes are operating region is an 
essential element for a high performance MPC controller. Instead 
of wide range model, a number of small range models can be also 
used.  
 

 The results show that rapid increases in engine speed and EGR 
rate (i.e. unmeasured disturbances) can be compensated quickly by 
the MPC controller however the quality of lambda control was 
somewhat deteriorated. Including engine speed and EGR rate as 
input variables to the model and introducing them as “measured 
disturbances” can improve the controller performance. 
 

 Model Predictive Control was shown to be a suitable method for 
controlling lambda as long as appropriate input variables for the 
model are chosen.  
 

 The MPC lambda controller is compared with a PI lambda 
controller and MPC showed to be a better choice than a pure PI 
for controlling lambda. It can be added that if a PI controller were 
combined with a feed-forward part the transient performance 
would improve significantly.  
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Chapter 6 
 

6 Engine Modification to Improve 
Efficiency and Extend the 
Maximum Load limit 
In this chapter the reasons for the lower overall efficiency and the lower 
maximum load limit of heavy-duty natural gas engines in comparison with 
the corresponding diesel engines are highlighted. Possible strategies in 
terms of engine modifications which may result in efficiency improvement 
and maximum load extension have been identified. These modifications 
are applied on the engine pistons, the turbocharging system and the EGR 
system which is discussed in detail in the respective subsections. 
Furthermore an innovative strategy to reduce throttle losses by means of 
a Variable Geometry Turbocharger (VGT) is reported.  

6.1 Background 

As already mentioned in the introduction there are mainly two reasons for 
natural gas engines to have lower efficiency than the corresponding diesel 
engines: first the lower compression ratio which is limited due to knock 
and second, the use of a throttle for load control which causes severe 
pumping losses.    

A fuel’s octane number is a measure of its knock resistance [38]. Normally 
natural gas engines use the same combustion technology as gasoline 
engines due to the similarity in fuel properties. However natural gas has a 
higher octane number than gasoline and thus natural gas operated engines 
can have higher compression ratio without experiencing severe knock 
problems. The experimental engine has, originally, a conservative 
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compression ratio at 10.5 which is quite low and can be increased to 
higher levels (e.g. 12). 

Another reason mentioned for the lower efficiency was throttle losses2. It 
was established in chapter 4 that by operating the engine at its dilution 
limit, throttle losses will be reduced drastically. It means that the 
extension of the dilution limit can be another strategy to improve the fuel 
economy. As the engine operates more diluted the combustion will be 
colder and as a result the combustion duration becomes longer. Increasing 
the turbulence level is one of the strategies that can enhance the 
combustion process and shorten the combustion duration. Thus, high 
turbulence level during the combustion is favourable especially with highly 
diluted mixture. One parameter which highly affects the turbulence level 
in internal combustion engines is the shape of the combustion chambers.  

The main objective of this chapter is to discuss the details of some engine 
modifications which resulted in improving the overall engine efficiency and 
extending the maximum load limit of the engine. The compression ratio of 
the engine was increased and the piston shape was designed to reduce the 
combustion duration. The new piston modification resulted in some 
changes in the exhaust gas characteristics. This was the motivation to 
replace the turbocharger with a well-matched VGT to adjust the boost 
pressure level and extend the maximum load. The engine’s EGR system is 
modified in a way to deliver more EGR and also to control it in a faster 
and more robust way. Each of the performed modifications and the 
following results in terms of engine performance are discussed in detail in 
the following subsections.  

6.2 Combustion chamber 

The first modification to the engine is to redesign the combustion 
chamber to achieve higher compression ratio and to increase the 
turbulence level. The compression ratio can be increased by reducing the 
compression volume, however to increase the turbulence level the bowl 

                                         

2 Natural-gas engines can be operated stoichiometric or lean. Some of the lean operated natural-gas 
engines does not use throttle. The statement is only valid for the engines which uses throttle.   
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shape should be designed in different way. In [37], [39] and [40] the effects 
of different combustion chambers designs on gas flow, combustion and 
emissions have been studied. One of the designs, named “Quartette”, that 
offers the highest turbulence level with good performance has been chosen 
from [37]. Figure 42 illustrates the measured turbulence level, mean 
velocity and the rate of heat release together with the shape of the 
original piston and Figure 43 contains the same information for the 
Quartette piston. The turbulence measurements are not from this study 
but since the shapes of the pistons and the engine configurations are very 
similar, it can be assumed that the results with the experimental engine 
will be also very similar. In the figures the green lines represents the mean 
velocity data, the red lines represent the turbulence in the cylinder and 
the blue lines represent the rate of heat release. Laser Doppler 
Velocimetry (LDV) was used to measure the turbulence and mean 
velocity in two directions and 5 mm below the spark plug. Figure 43 
shows that the turbulence is much higher with Quartette and peaks close 
to top dead center which result in much faster combustion than the 
original piston. A set of new pistons were machined according to the 
“Quartette” design. The compression volume was calculated to achieve a 
compression ratio of 12. The results with the new pistons are presented in 
the following subsections.   

 

Figure 42 The original piston shape, 
turbulence measurements, mean 
velocity and heat release rate [37] 

 

Figure 43 The Quartette piston shape, 
turbulence measurements, mean 
velocity and heat release rate [37] 

6.2.1 Combustion duration 

Combustion duration is calculated as the crank angle difference between 
10% and 90% mass fraction burned. Figure 44 shows the combustion 
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duration when the engine was operated at different engine speeds with 
Wide Open Throttle (WOT). Due to the higher turbulence level generated 
by the Quartette piston, the combustion duration is shortened by almost 
40% which is a significant reduction. Figure 44 confirm the results 
reported in [37] about the high turbulence generation with the Quartette 
design 

 

Figure 44 Combustion duration (CA10-CA90) at different engine speed (WOT) 

6.2.2 Efficiency 

The gross-indicated efficiency data for the same operating points and for 
the two pistons are compared in Figure 45. The gross-indicated efficiency 
is improved by at least two percentage points with the Quartette pistons 
due to faster burn and higher compression ratio. The new pistons’ shape 
resulted in increasing the turbulence level which consequently enhances 
the burn rate. The shorter combustion duration minimizes the heat 
transfer losses to the cylinder walls which improves the efficiency. 
Furthermore, increasing the compression ratio results in a higher effective 
expansion ratio meaning more thermal energy is used in the cylinder 
rather than left in the exhaust (i.e. lower exhaust loss). At these operating 
points (WOT) the changes in gas-exchange efficiency and the mechanical 
efficiency were negligible and thereby no data are presented. At lower 
loads the gas-exchange efficiency can be improved. Since the throttle is 
not fully open, EGR can be used to reduce the throttle losses and since, 
with the Quartette piston, more EGR can be tolerated the throttle can be 
more open, for a certain load, and with more open throttle the pumping 
losses are lower.  
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Figure 45 Gross-indicated efficiency at different engine speed (WOT) 

6.2.3 Maximum load  

Apart from efficiency improvement, extending the maximum load limit of 
the engine was another objective of this study. In order to find out the 
influence of the piston modification on the maximum load of the engine, 
maximum BMEP at different engine speeds are plotted in Figure 46. It 
shows that the maximum BMEP achieved by Quartette is somewhat 
lower than with the original pistons. 

 

Figure 46 Maximum Load at different engine speed (WOT) 
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characteristics and since the engine is equipped with a turbocharger with 
wastegate, the changes in exhaust gas characteristics may have direct 
influence on the boost pressure. The pressure after the compressor is 
plotted in Figure 47 for the same operating points as in Figure 46. The 
absolute boost pressure with Quartette pistons is lower which results in 
lower maximum BMEP. Turbine work is performed by the flow which 
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turns the turbine and the shaft. From the conservation of energy, the 
turbine work per mass of airflow, W, is equal to the change in the specific 
enthalpy, h, of the flow from the entrance to the exit of the turbine as 
expressed in (6.1). Specific enthalpy means enthalpy per mass of airflow. 
By expressing the definition for enthalpy and taking into account 
parameters such as efficiency, η, pressure ratio, Pr, and specific heat ratio, 
a new expression for the turbine work is derived according to (6.2) [43].  

in outW h h      (6.1) 

1

( ) 1p in rW c T P



 
 
 

 
     
  

  (6.2) 

From (6.2) it is clear that the inlet temperature of the turbine will affect 
the amount of work done by the turbine. Figure 48 shows the exhaust gas 
temperature which is the same as the inlet temperature of the turbine. 
With the Quartette pistons the exhaust gas temperature is lower than 
with the original pistons. This is due to the higher compression ratio of 
the Quartette pistons which results in more expansion. More expansion 
means that more heat is converted into mechanical work in the cylinder 
and less energy in the form of exhaust gas enthalpy is available. Lower 
exhaust temperature means lower exhaust energy and thereby less 
charging from the turbocharger.  

 

Figure 47 Pressure after compressor at 
different engine speed (WOT) 

 

Figure 48 Exhaust gas temperature at 
different engine speed (WOT) 
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As noted in the introduction, the exhaust gas temperature from this type 
of natural gas engines (i.e. diesel converted engines) must be kept low. 
According to the manufacturer the exhaust gas temperature should be 
lower than 760oC. The lower exhaust gas temperature obtained with 
higher compression ratio is beneficial in two ways. First, there is a higher 
margin to the highest allowable exhaust gas temperature and second, 
there is potential to extend the maximum load limit by replacing the 
turbocharger with a better matched unit. 

6.3 Variable Geometry Turbocharger 

A VGT has the ability to change the turbine geometry in order to obtain 
the desired boost pressure. VGT offers attractive properties such as high 
flexibility, minimal amount of lag and wide operating range. VGT 
technology is extensively used in diesel engines; however the use of VGT 
is very much ignored in gasoline engines due to their relatively high 
exhaust temperatures. Ordinary VGT materials and designs cannot 
withstand temperatures over 890°C [42]. The exhaust gas temperature of 
gasoline engines could, however, reach up to 1000°C, versus 650°C in 
diesel engines [41].  

Normally natural gas engines use the same combustion technology as 
gasoline engines due to similar fuel properties. In heavy-duty applications, 
since the engine speed does not exceed 2000 RPM, the exhaust gas 
temperature is not very high. As an example, the maximum allowable 
exhaust gas temperature for the experimental engine that operates 
stoichiometrically is 7600C which is tolerable for VGT material. 
Traditionally heavy-duty natural gas engines use the same turbocharging 
technology as gasoline engines. They are equipped with a turbocharger 
with wastegate but it is quite simple and advantageous to replace the by-
pass turbocharger with a well-matched VGT to achieve the required boost 
pressure.  

6.3.1 Extending the maximum load  

After consulting with the R&D group at Volvo a VGT was designed and 
mounted on the engine. The engine is operated at the same engine speeds 
with WOT and by altering the geometry of the turbine housing the boost 
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was increased until either knock occurred or the pumping losses started to 
increase. To suppress knock, EGR was added and the ignition timing was 
adjusted accordingly. Figure 49 shows the boost pressure achieved by the 
VGT in comparison with the by-pass turbocharger with original and 
Quartette pistons. The boost pressure was increased up to much higher 
levels with VGT without sacrificing gas-exchange efficiency. The increase 
in boost pressure resulted in increased maximum load as presented in 
Figure 50 compared to previous configurations. The peak load increased 
by 18 percent from 16 to 19 bar BMEP with maintained gas-exchange 
efficiency and exhaust gas temperature limitation.  

 

Figure 49 Boost pressure achieved after 
replacing the turbocharger with a 
VGT in compared to the other 
configurations. 

 

Figure 50 Maximum load achieved after 
replacing the turbocharger with a 
VGT compared to the other 
configurations 

By increasing the compression ratio the knock tendency of the engine 
increases. The knock tendency increases even more when the boost 
pressure increases. EGR has been used as a remedy to suppress knock. 
When adding EGR, the ignition timing was adjusted to achieve MBT; of 
course, MBT was not achieved in some operating points. Figure 51 shows 
the amount of EGR needed with different engine configurations. The 
needed EGR rate is obtainable in the entire operating region with all 
configurations.       
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Figure 51 Amount of EGR used to suppress the knock with different configuration viz. 
Quartette piston and VGT, Quartette/original piston with by-pass 
turbocharger 

6.3.2 Reducing throttle losses by means of VGT 

Using a throttle always leads to pumping losses. The gas-exchange 
efficiency for the whole operating regime of the experimental engine is 
presented in Figure 52. As BMEP decreases at each engine speed, the gas-
exchange efficiency also decreases due to the more closed throttle which 
results in more pumping losses. Some strategies have been reported to 
reduce the throttling losses. In [44], [28] and [29] EGR is used together 
with closed loop dilution limit control to reduce the throttling losses. With 
this strategy the benefits are limited to the dilution limit of the engine; 
the transient performance of the engine is also limited. In [45] a 
technology called Waste Energy Driven Air Conditioning System 
(WEDACS) is developed to recover throttling losses. In [46], [47] and [48] 
the new and efficient strategy viz. Variable Valve Timing (VVT) is 
introduced which results in higher efficiency in a wider operating range. 
However these strategies are associated with complexity, more 
components and higher cost. 
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Figure 52 Gas-exchange efficiency as a function of Load and Engine speed for the 
experimental engine equipped with by-pass turbocharger. More closed throttle 
at low loads results in lower gas-exchange efficiency 

This subsection presents an innovative strategy where a VGT is used to 
reduce the throttling losses in large operating region. In [49] the feasibility 
of using VGT for the heavy-duty natural gas engine is established. 
Normally a throttle is used to control the desired torque in the engines, 
but it is also possible to use a VGT instead of the throttle in a large 
operating range to control the desired torque. This is possible due to the 
flexibility of the VGT to adjust the inlet pressure by altering the 
geometry of the turbine housing. In this operation region the throttle is 
kept fully open and the VGT is used to adjust the inlet pressure and 
finally control the demanded torque. This means that the throttle will not 
be used in a large part of the operating region and no throttle use means 
no throttle losses.  

The boost threshold for the experimental engine is specified in Figure 53. 
VGT start producing boost only with enough amount of exhaust mass 
flow rate. Figure 53 shows the inlet pressure as a function of engine speed 
and BMEP after installing a VGT on the engine. The VGT operating 
region is above the boost threshold and is specified with the dashed lines. 
The covered operating region is roughly 60% of the total operating region 
of the engine.  
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Figure 53 Inlet pressure as a function of Load and Engine speed for the experimental 
engine equipped with VGT. Operating range with VGT is specified with the 
dashed lines 

The feasibility of reducing  losses by means of VGT is studied and 
quantified in detail and is reported in the following three subsections. In 
the first subsection the possible gains with VGT in terms of gas-exchange 
efficiency is discussed. The time constants of load transients when using 
VGT or throttle are calculated and compared in the second subsection 
and in the third subsection the achieved results are validated by 
performing the same experiments at other operation points.  

Improvement in Gas-Exchange Efficiency 

To quantify the gain in gas-exchange efficiency, IMEP was altered 
between 10 and 14 bar at 1000 RPM once by using the throttle and once 
by using the VGT. First the throttle is used to change the load. In this 
case the VGT position is fixed (i.e. 60% closed) and the throttle was 
altered between 40 and 100% opening to achieve the desired load. The 
results are evaluated in terms of gas-exchange efficiency (see Figure 54). 
The Y-axis to the left shows the throttle position and the Y-axis to right 
illustrate the gas-exchange efficiency. The X-Axis indicates the number of 
cycles. Once the throttle was fully opened, the gas-exchange efficiency 
increased from roughly 98 percent to almost 100 percent. It confirms that 
the throttling losses results in roughly 2 percent unit losses in gas-
exchange efficiency at this operating point.   
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In the second experiment the throttle was kept fully open and the VGT is 
used to alter the desired load at the same engine speed. The VGT position 
is altered between 0 and 60% to adjust the desired boost and subsequently 
to achieve the desired IMEP. The load was altered in the same range as it 
was altered by the throttle. Figure 55 shows the gas-exchange efficiency as 
the VGT is used to control the load. The Y-axis to the left shows the 
VGT position and the Y-axis to right illustrates the gas-exchange 
efficiency. Since no throttling has occurred to adjust the desired load, no 
losses are introduced and the gas-exchange efficiency is kept at its highest 
level all the time i.e. almost 100%. During the transient (i.e. step 
responses) some wave pulses are generated which result in overshoots in 
the opposite direction (see Figure 55). For instance when opening 
the VGT, exhaust backpressure decreases, but it takes a while before 
the inlet pressure falls, thus lower pumping loss and higher gas-exchange 
efficiency for some cycles can be achieved. In the same way 
higher pumping loss is achieved for some cycles when closing the VGT. 
The duration of these overshoots corresponds to the turbochargers lag at 
this operating point. 

 

Figure 54 Gas-Exchange efficiency as 
throttle used to control the 
desired load at 1000 RPM 

 

Figure 55 Gas-exchange efficiency as VGT 
used to control the desired load at 
1000 RPM 

Dynamics of VGT versus Throttle  

Another important parameter that should be considered is the response 
time of the engine to the changes in VGT. The response time should be 
fast enough to make the VGT a viable alternative to the throttle. The 
time constants for the experiments i.e. load variation by VGT or throttle 
are calculated and compared.  Time constant is defined as the time 
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required for a system output to change from its previous state to 63% of 
the final settled value [50].  

As discussed in the previouse subsection, two different experiments were 
performed one with throttle and one with VGT. The results in terms of 
gas-exchange efficiency were evaluated and disscussed. Figure 56 and 
Figure 57 show the rise and fall of IMEP in response to throttle or VGT 
changes for the same experiments. The time constant during rise and fall 
of IMEP for both experiments are calculated and presented in Table 8. 

The time constant for the system during the rise is somewhat longer with 
VGT but during the fall it is much shorter. The VGT was about 10 cycles 
slower in rising but almost 25 cycles faster in falling. 10 cycles corresponds 
to 1.2 seconds at 1000 RPM and 25 cycles corresponds to 3 seconds at 
1000 RPM. These results indicate that the dynamics of the VGT are fast 
enough to be be an alternative to the throttle.  

 

Figure 56 IMEP as Throttle used to control 
the desired load at 1000 RPM 

 

Figure 57 IMEP as VGT used to control the 
desired load at 1000 RPM 

 

Table 8    Time constant of the system with Throttle and VGT 

Sensor Direction Time Constant (Cycle) 

Throttle Rise 45
Fall 60

VGT Rise 55
Fall 35
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Validation 

The previous experiments were performed at 1000 RPM and gains of 
about 2 percent units in gas-exchange efficiency were observed. According 
to Figure 52 the largest operating region of the VGT is at 1400 RPM. To 
validate the achieved results and also to investigate the VGT performance 
at some other operating points, the same experiments were performed at 
1400 RPM. The IMEP was altered between 11 and 21 bar, once with the 
throttle and once with the VGT. Figure 58 and  Figure 59 show the gas-
exchange efficiency as the load was altered with the throttle and VGT 
respectively. The gas exchange efficiency decreases from approximately 98 
% to 95 % when throttle is used to change the load (i.e. IMEP) from 21 to 
11 bar at 1400 RPM. In the second experiment the throttle is kept fully 
open and the VGT is used to achieve the same amount of IMEP. As  
Figure 59 shows the gas-exchange efficiency is kept at its highest level all 
the time. This confirms 3 percentage points improvement in gas-exchange 
efficiency by using VGT instead of throttle at those operating points. The 
dynamics were also in the same range as reported for the 1000 RPM case. 
Similar experiments at other engine speeds were performed which were in 
line with the presented results. 

 

Figure 58 Gas-Exchange efficiency as throttle 
used to control the desired load at 
1400 RPM 

 

 Figure 59  Gas-Exchange efficiency as VGT 
used to control the desired load at 
1400 RPM 

Suggested control strategy for lowest possible throttle losses (Fuel-
efficient driving) 
To avoid the throttle losses as much as possible a control strategy is 
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throttle or in a fuel-efficient mode. With the fuel-efficient strategy, the 
throttle is avoided as much as possible. With this mode, to control the 
load mainly VGT, partly EGR and partly a combination of throttle and 
EGR is used.  

The whole operating region of the engine is divided into three main 
regions. The biggest operating region, located above the boost threshold, 
can be covered by the VGT. In this region, as already discussed in the 
previous subsection, the throttle is fully open and the load is totally 
controlled by altering the geometry of the turbine housing. This results in 
adjusting the boost pressure which consequently decides the torque. This 
region is specified in Figure 60. 60 percent of the total operating region 
can be covered by VGT. The second region is located under the boost 
threshold. The throttle can still be fully open and by adding EGR the 
amount of load is decreased. This means that in this region the EGR 
valve is the main actuator for controlling the desired load. Since the 
throttle is still fully open in this operating region there will not be any 
throttle losses. There is a limit for the amount of EGR with the fully open 
throttle. Increasing cyclic variation in IMEP can be a good indication of 
this limit. The throttle is used combined with the optimal amount of EGR 
in the third region. Figure 60 demonstrates the three discussed operating 
regions and Figure 61 describes the suggested control strategy.  

 

Figure 60 The economical driving requires different strategies in different operating 
regions. 
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Figure 61 The suggested control strategy for fuel-efficient driving results in the lowest 
possible throttling losses.  

6.4 EGR system 

The engine is equipped originally with a short route EGR system also 
called High Pressure (HP) EGR system. It was established in chapter 3 
that high dilution is very advantageous at part load. Since the engines’ 
pistons are replaced with high turbulence pistons the engine will be more 
tolerant to higher EGR rates. However the HP EGR configuration can 
deliver only up to 20% EGR. To increase the engine’s ability to deliver 
more EGR and also to control the EGR rate in a faster and more robust 
way a long route EGR system, so called Low Pressure (LP), is added to 
the engine (see Figure 62). Moreover a back pressure valve was installed 
after the catalyst to increase the exhaust pressure when needed in order to 
deliver the desired EGR rate. This type of double EGR configuration (HP 
+ LP) is previously presented in [51]. 
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Figure 62 The engine setup with both short and long-route EGR systems. 

6.4.1 Dilution limit 

After installing the new EGR configuration, an EGR test was made 
mainly for two reasons. First, to investigate the maximum level of EGR 
rate that can be delivered by the new EGR configuration and second, to 
find out how much the dilution limit is extended with the Quartette 
combustion chambers. The engine was able to deliver about 20% EGR 
with the original short route system but with the long route EGR system 
this amount is only limited by the dilution tolerance of the engine. Figure 
63 and Figure 64 illustrate the dilution limit of the engine with the 
original and the Quartette pistons respectively. The sudden increase in 
cyclic variation of IMEP is used as an indication of the dilution limit. The 
dilution limit is extended from about 18% EGR to about 24 % EGR with 
the Quartette pistons at the engine speed of 1000 RPM.  
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Figure 63 Cyclic variation vs. EGR rate for 
the original pistons 

 

Figure 64 Cyclic variation vs. EGR rate for 
the Quartette pistons  

6.4.2 Midrange control 

EGR has been identified as a very important factor for the engine 
durability and fuel economy. At higher loads, the high boost pressure 
results in increased knock tendency. Knock can be avoided by adding 
EGR and adjusting the ignition timing accordingly. At part/low loads the 
throttling losses can be minimized by operating the engine with optimal 
amount of EGR. Considering these facts, the need for a fast and robust 
EGR control is clear. The new configuration of the EGR system (LP+HP) 
plus fast measurement of the EGR rate are the right tools to fulfil these 
requirements. Measurement of EGR has to be done in a very fast way to 
reduce the measurement lag. 

Midrange control of EGR is suggested as an appropriate strategy to 
control the two EGR valves. Traditionally, the mid-range control 
structure is used for processes with two inputs and only one output [52]. A 
classical application of this type of controllers is valve position control. 
Figure 65 demonstrate a mid-range control block diagram. The faster 
process input u1 should be used for a small range valve and then the 
slower process input u2 should be used for the large range valve. The 
controllers should have separate time scales to avoid interactions. The 
hypothesis was that the short route EGR system would give faster 
response than the long route due to its shorter distance to the cylinder. 
The main EGR rate could be decided by the long route system and the 
short route EGR system could be used to make the small adjustments 
very quickly.    
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Figure 65 Mid-range control block diagram. 

6.4.3 Short route versus Long route EGR System 

In order to compare the dynamics of the two EGR configurations, a step 
response was made to vary the rate of EGR between roughly 1-2% and 
15% at 1000 RPM. This experiment was done once with the short route 
EGR position and once with the long route EGR position. The results 
from these experiments are presented in Figure 66 and Figure 67 for the 
short route and long route EGR system respectively. The Y-axis to the 
left belongs to the EGR valve position and the Y-axis to the right shows 
the measured EGR rate over 800 combustion cycles. The operating 
conditions such as load, engine speed etc. were the same for both 
experiments. Surprisingly the dynamics with the long route EGR system 
are much faster than with the short route EGR system which was in 
contrast to our hypothesis. The dynamics of the short route EGR system 
relies on the dynamics of the turbocharger and its lag. The other reason 
for the faster dynamics with the long route EGR system rather than the 
short route is the better pressure difference.  

Apart from the faster dynamics, the long route EGR system is 
advantageous in several other ways. First of all, engine operation is more 
stable due to better distribution and mixing of the EGR with air and fuel 
(i.e. the longer distance the more time for mixing). Secondly, the EGR 
goes through an intercooler and the mixture becomes colder and 
consequently the engine becomes more knock resistant. Third, due to the 
higher pressure difference more EGR can be delivered than with the short 
route EGR system. The only drawback with the long route EGR system is 
that more water will be produced in the intake which should be 
systematically drained.  
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By taking into account all the discussed facts, it can be easily concluded 
that mid-range control of EGR is not needed since by only using the long 
route EGR system, the requirements for robust EGR control can be 
fulfilled (i.e. the short route EGR system is not needed at all). 

 

Figure 66 The dynamics of the short route 
(i.e. HP) EGR system.  

 

Figure 67 The dynamics of the long route 
(i.e. LP) EGR system. 

6.5 Concluding remarks 

The main objective of this chapter was to show which engine 
modifications are needed to improve the overall efficiency and extend the 
maximum load limit of the engine. Modifications were performed on the 
combustion chambers, the turbocharging system and the EGR system. 
The summary and conclusions from each modification are listed below. 

Combustion chamber 

 The piston shapes were modified to increase the turbulence level 
and also the compression ratio from 10.5 to 12. 
 

 The gross-indicated efficiency was improved by at least 2 percent 
units. Higher compression ratio results in more expansion and 
consequently less loss in terms of exhaust enthalpy. More 
turbulence results in faster combustion meaning, less losses in term 
of wall-heating losses. 
 

 Higher compression ratio results in lower exhaust gas temperature.  
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o Lower exhaust gas temperature is good since there is more 
margin with respect to the highest tolerable exhaust 
temperature of the engine. It can be recalled that since the 
engine is diesel converted, there is low tolerance for exhaust 
temperature. 

o Since the engine is equipped with a by-pass turbocharger 
(i.e. turbocharger with wastegate), the lower exhaust gas 
temperature means lower exhaust energy and lower boost 
pressure which results in lower maximum load. 
 

 The dilution limit of the engine is extended thanks to the faster 
combustion chamber meaning the throttle losses can be reduced. 

 

Variable Geometry Turbocharger  

 The heavy-duty natural gas engines have higher exhaust gas 
temperature than the diesel engines but it is still low enough to be 
tolerable for a VGT. So there is no limitation to use VGT on the 
natural gas engine. 
 

 Using VGT resulted in significant improvement in maximum 
achievable load without sacrificing gas-exchange efficiency   
 

 VGT can be used instead of throttle to adjust the desired load in 
at least 60% of the operating range of the engine. This results in at 
least 2 percent units’ improvement in gas-exchange efficiency. 
VGT showed comparable dynamics to throttle. 
 

EGR System 

 With higher compression ratio and high boost pressure the knock 
intensity of the engine increases, meaning a fast and robust EGR 
control is needed. A long route EGR was installed on the engine so 
that the engine had two EGR routes i.e. short and long route 
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 A comparison between short route and long route was performed 
and long route showed much better performance than the short 
route EGR system in terms of 

o Much faster dynamics due to the better pressure difference 
and also not relying with its dynamic on the turbocharger 
which is the case with the short route 

o Better mixing due to the longer distance to the cylinder 
o Colder mixture meaning less knock intensity 
o More EGR delivery compared to the short route EGR 

system  
 

 Short route EGR is not needed. As a result mid-range control is 
not needed.  
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Chapter 7 
 

7 Extending the Dilution Limit and 
Studying the Effect of Hythane on 
Combustion 
This chapter gives an introduction about the importance of adding 
hydrogen to natural gas. Due to the attractive properties of Hythane such 
as higher H/C ratio and the lower ignition requirement, this fuel is 
suitable and has potentials to reduce emissions and increase efficiency. 
Different experiments were designed and performed to quantify the gains 
and also identify the possible drawbacks with Hythane. Since natural gas 
engines mainly operate stoichiometric or lean, a comparison was 
performed to investigate the Hythane benefits with these two combustion 
concepts. Natural gas was blended two times with hydrogen once with 
10% and once 25% by volume. Basically only the results with 25% 
hydrogen addition are presented in this chapter.      

7.1 Background 

Extending the dilution limit has been identified as a beneficial strategy to 
improve efficiency and decrease emissions in stoichiometrically operated 
natural gas engines. However the dilution limit is limited mainly due to 
the lower burn rate of natural gas. One way to extend the dilution limit in 
a natural gas engine is to operate the engine with a natural gas which is 
enriched with hydrogen.  

Hydrogen and methane are complimentary fuels in some ways. Natural 
gas consists mainly of methane (~90%) which has a relatively narrow 
flammability range. This is especially a problem when a natural gas engine 
is operated close to its lean or dilution limit. Methane has a slow laminar 
flame speed, especially in lean or diluted operation, while hydrogen has a 
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much faster laminar flame speed [53] and [54]. Figure 68 shows flame 
propagation velocity for methane and hydrogen versus air-fuel ratio. 
Methane is a fairly stable molecule that can be difficult to ignite, but 
hydrogen has an ignition energy requirement much lower than methane. 
In [56], [57], [58] and [59] some benefits of using Hythane are reported. In 
[60] benefits of hydrogen addition to a lean burn natural gas engine are 
investigated. In the work the hydrogen addition was varied from 5 to 20% 
(by volume) while the engine was operated lean. Some small 
improvements in efficiency and unburned hydrocarbon emissions are 
reported in the work. In [61] a study was performed by the author of this 
thesis to investigate the effect of Hythane on a stoichiometrically operated 
multi-cylinder natural gas engine.  

The main objective of the work was to investigate the knock sensitivity 
and possible gain in dilution limit, lean limit, emissions and efficiency of 
the engine by enriching the natural gas with 10% hydrogen. No significant 
differences in terms of knock margin, efficiency and emissions levels 
between the blended natural gas and the pure natural gas were observed 
in the study. From the results it was concluded that when the engine is 
operated stoichiometrically the combustion characteristics are already 
good with short enough combustion duration and the Hythane shows no 
improvement compared to natural gas. Since no significant results were 
achieved with 10% hydrogen addition, a complementary study was 
performed with 25% hydrogen addition. The main objective of this work 
was to investigate the effects of the hydrogen addition on knock margin, 
efficiencies, emissions and dilution limit of a stoichiometrically operated 
natural gas engine. It was also desired to compare the possible advantages 
with Hythane in diluted operation versus the lean operation natural gas 
engines.  

One important parameter which should be addressed and kept in mind 
during the reading of this section is the importance of the recent piston 
modification. The pistons of the engine were replaced by highly turbulent 
pistons which speed up the combustion rate. This characteristic of the 
piston has similar effects as Hythane on the combustion process. This 
means that the effects of the Hythane could be more obvious with the 
original pistons rather than the new pistons. It should also be mentioned 
that during these experiments VGT was not mounted on the engine. 
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Figure 68 flame propagation velocity over air-fuel ratio [55] 

7.2 Gas data 

The compositions of the natural gas and the Hythane are presented in 
Table 9 and Table 10 respectively. The main change in the gas properties 
is the percentage of Methane which is reduced by 25% and replaced by 
hydrogen. All the percentages reported in the tables are volume based. 
Some important properties of the fuels such as H/C ratio, stoichiometric 
AFR value, lower heating value and density of the Hythane and natural 
gas are presented in Table 11. 

Table 9  Natural Gas composition Table 10 Hythane composition 

Composition % Structure 

Methane 89.8 CH4 
Ethane 5.87 C2H6 
Propane 2.23 C3H8 
I-Butane 0.37 C4H10 
N-Butane 0.51 C4H10 
I-Pentane 0.13 C5H12 
N-Pentane 0.08 C5H12 
Hexane 0.06 C6H14 
Nitrogen 0.3 N2 
 
CO2 0.63 CO2 

 

Compositions % Structure 

Methane 67.4 CH4 
Ethane 4.3 C2H6 
Propane 1.7 C3H8 
I-Butane 0.2 C4H10 
N-Butane 0.4 C4H10 
I-Pentane 0.11 C5H12 
N-Pentane 0.09 C5H12 
Hexane 0 C6H14 
Nitrogen 0.3 N2 
CO2 0.5 CO2 
Hydrogen 25 H2 
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Table 11  More properties of the fuels 

Property Natural Gas Hythane
H/C Ratio 3.7 4.32
Stoichiometric  AFR 16.9 17.56
LHV ( MJ/kg) 48.4 50.76
Density (Kg/Nm3) 0.82 0.638

7.3 Experiments 

The experiments were performed in three different stages. Since the 
objective was to compare the effects of the natural gas and the Hythane 
respectively on engine operating parameters; the engine is operated twice 
at each stage, once with natural gas and once with Hythane. Details about 
the experiments are as follows: 

 Lambda response: in this experiment the engine operated at 
1000 RPM. The sweep is started at lambda=0.8 and lambda was 
subsequently increased until the lean limit was reached. In this 
experiment the air flow is constant and the fuel flow is varied to 
achieve the desired lambda value. The ignition timing was 
adjusted to achieve Maximum Brake Torque (MBT) timing. 

 EGR response: In this experiment the engine was operated 
stoichiometrically at 1000 RPM. The EGR ratio was increased 
until the dilution limit is reached.  

 Map: The engine was operated stoichiometrically at different 
loads and engine speeds to study the overall performance of the 
engine in the entire operating region. It was of particular interest 
to investigate the knock margin of the engine. The test matrix is 
shown in Table 12. It should be kept in mind that in this 
experiment EGR was only used to suppress knock and not to 
increase efficiency3. 

Since the stoichiometric value is not the same for both fuels, this value 
was calculated for each fuel and the lambda sensor was calibrated once 
                                         

3 EGR can also be used to improve the efficiency by reducing the throttling losses  
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the fuel was changed. For each operating point measurements from 300 
cycles were collected and an average of the collected data is presented in 
Table 12.  

Table 12  The test matrix for the “Map” experiment 

    Engine Speed (RPM) BMEP (Bar) 

1000 
Maximum 

8 
4 

1250 

Maximum 
11 
8 
4 

1400 

Maximum 
12 
8 
4 

1600 

Maximum 
11 
8 
4 

1700 

Maximum 
11 
7 
4 

1800 

Maximum 
11 
8 
4

7.4 Results 

The results from the experiments are discussed in three parts and in the 
same order as it is mentioned in the experiment section.  

7.4.1 Lambda response 

In the first experiment the lean limit of the engine was investigated. The 
lean limit of the engine at 1000 RPM was extended from 1.6 to 1.8 by 
using the Hythane as fuel (see Figure 69). The sudden increase in cyclic 
variation of IMEP due to misfire in some cycles is used as an indication to 
identify the lean limit of the engine. The combustion duration becomes 
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longer as the engine operates leaner. Extension of the lean limit is due to 
faster burn rate and lower energy requirement for ignition of Hythane. For 
comparison it can be mentioned that the lean limit with the original 
pistons was 1.4 and was extended to 1.6 with the new pistons.   

Average of combustion duration for all 6 cylinders is calculated and 
plotted over a lambda range for both fuels in Figure 70. Combustion 
duration is defined as the difference between the Crank Angle (CA) where 
10% of the total heat is released (CA10) and the CA where 90% of the 
total heat is released (CA90). Combustion duration is shorter with 
Hythane due to the faster flame speed.  

The difference is not much as the engine operates close to stoichiometric 
but as the engine operates leaner, the combustion duration increases and 
the difference is more obvious. Due to the higher burn rate of Hythane, 
the ignition timing is retarded to achieve MBT timing.  

 

Figure 69 COV(IMEP) versus lambda 

 

Figure 70   Combustion duration versus 
lambda 

CA10 and CA90 for both fuels over the lambda range are plotted in 
Figure 71 and Figure 72. CA10 is retarded as a consequence of the 
retarded ignition timing but CA90 is the same for both fuels.  
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Figure 71 CA10 over lambda range for 
Hythane and natural gas 

 

Figure 72 CA90 over lambda range for 
Hythane and natural gas 

Unburned Hydro Carbon (HC)  and Nitrogen Oxides (NOX) are measured 
and calculated in form of specific emissions. 

Specific NOX versus Lambda 

Figure 73 shows the specific NOX over the lambda range. As the engine 
operates close to stoichiometric and goes up to lambda equal to 1.2, the 
in-cylinder temperature increases and as the engine operates leaner and 
leaner the in-cylinder temperature decreases. The fact that points to the 
proportional relation between temperature and NOX generation can 
explain the trend in NOX generation in Figure 73 . The peak temperature 
in this experiment is close to lambda 1.2 which is the peak for NOX 
generation. Due to the higher burn rate of Hythane, there will be higher 
peak in-cylinder temperature and consequently somewhat higher NOX 
generation. NOX emission reduces drastically as the engine operates leaner 
and as the lean limit extends from 1.6 to 1.8 the NOX will be reduced to 
very low levels. The region close to the lean limit of the engine is zoomed 
in and showed in the same figure to the right. It shows that by operating 
the engine on its lean limit the NOX emissions can be reduced by 90% (i.e. 
to 0.33 g/Kwh) with hythane compared to natural gas which is 
significant. This factor is especially important in lean operated natural gas 
engines where  a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system is needed to 
reduce the NOX emissions to lower levels. By operating the engine on 
Hythane it seems that it may not be necessary to use SCR. It is still a 
trade-off between NOX emissions,  HC emissions and efficiency, since by 
extending the lean limit the combustion becomes colder which reduces the 
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efficiency. A study should be performed to quantify the gains and the 
losses.  

 

Figure 73    Specific NOX emissions over lambda range for Hythane and natural gas are 
compared. NOX emissions for operating points close to the lean limit is 
zoomed in, to clarify the benefits in NOX reduction  

Specific HC versus Lambda 

As it is stated in Table 11 the H/C ratio of the natural gas is about 16% 
lower than for Hythane. Specific HC emissions for natural gas and 
Hythane are plotted over a lambda range see Figure 74. The figure shows 
almost 15% reduction in HC emissions which corresponds well to the 
higher H/C ratio of Hythane.     

 

Figure 74 Specific HC over lambda range for Hythane and natural gas are compared. 

Specific CO versus Lambda 

Specific CO over a lambda range is presented in Figure 75 which shows 
almost a constant CO reduction with Hythane. The CO reduction is 
expected since Hythane contains lower carbon atoms than the natural gas.  
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Figure 75 Specific CO emissions over lambda range for Hythane and natural gas are 
compared. New plot is generated to the right which shows the zoomed in area. 

7.4.2 EGR response 

In the second stage of the experiment, the dilution limit of the engine is 
investigated. By adding EGR the combustion becomes colder and 
combustion duration longer. The combustion duration over the EGR 
range of the engine is shown in Figure 76. With very high EGR rate, it 
gets difficult to ignite the mixture which results in misfire in some cycles 
and consequently a sudden increase in cyclic variation. Due to the lower 
ignition requirement of Hythane the dilution limit of the engine is 
extended from 26 to 30 percent compared to natural gas at 1000 RPM. 
This is shown in Figure 77 where the cyclic variation is plotted over the 
EGR range.  

 

Figure 76 Combustion duration versus EGR 
rate 

 

Figure 77 COV(IMEP) versus EGR rate 
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It should be mentioned that the dilution limit of the engine with the 
original pistons at the same operating point was about 23 percent which 
was extended to 26% with the new pistons.     

Specific NOX versus EGR rate 

By adding EGR the combustion temperature and oxygen concentration 
are reduced which results in lower NOX generation. Since the dilution 
limit is extended by Hythane, the reduction in NOX emissions at the 
dilution limit will be higher than with natural gas. The NOX emissions 
over the EGR range is plotted in Figure 78. The operating region close to 
the dilution limit region in Figure 78 is zoomed in and presented in the 
same figure to the right. By extending the dilution limit from 26 to almost 
30 percent EGR at this operating point, the NOX emissions can be 
reduced by 34% which is a remarkable reduction. Normally it is beneficial 
to dilute stoichiometrically operated engines to improve efficiency and 
control  knock. The engine uses a three-way catalyst to reduce all the 
three emissions i.e. NOX, HC and CO simultaneously, so reduced engine-
out NOX emissions may result in using a cheaper 3-way catalyst. The NOX 
reduction by extending the dilution limit can be compared to the NOX 
reduction at the lean limit. The NOX reduction by extending the lean 
limit was much greater but it should be kept in mind that stoichiometric 
operation allows the use of a 3-way catalyst.   

Figure 78    Specific NOX emissions over EGR range for Hythane and natural gas are 
compared. The operating region close to dilution limit is zoomed in to the 
right, to clarify the benefits in NOX reduction.  
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The same trend for HC was observed as reported in the Lambda response 
section. HC emissions were reduced as Hythane was used since the H/C 
ratio is higher for Hythane. 

7.4.3 Map 

In the third stage of the experiments, the engine was operated from low to 
high load for a range of engine speeds. During this experiment the lambda 
was kept constant and equal to one i.e. stoichiometric operation. The 
ignition timing was adjusted to achieve MBT timing and EGR is only 
used to suppress knock when needed.  

The main objective of this experiment was to investigate the knock 
sensitivity of the engine and also study the overall performance of the 
engine. The results are evaluated in terms of knock margin, emissions and 
efficiencies.   

Knock Margin 

The engine was equipped with a baypass turbocharger (i.e. turbocharger 
with wastegate) and due to that the knock occurs only at higher loads and 
engine speeds. To suppress the knock, EGR was added and the ignition 
timing was adjusted. The amount of EGR to suppress the knock is 
measured and plotted. Figure 79 shows this amount when the engine is 
operated with natural gas and Figure 80 shows the EGR amount when 
the engine is operated with Hythane. In these figures the EGR rate is 
plotted as a function of BMEP and engine speed. By operating the engine 
on Hythane, about 2 percent more EGR was used to suppress the knock. 

The intent was to keep the inlet temperature constant at 42 degrees 
Celsius during the experiments. The control of the inlet temperature was 
performed manually by controlling the water flow in the intercooler. Since 
the control is manual, some variations (between 38-450 C) in inlet 
temperature may occur especially at higher loads and engine speeds. Small 
variations in inlet temperature result in changes in the amount of air and 
consequently the fuel flow. This resultes in minor changes in the load. 
This may be the reason why the maximum load with hythane showed in 
Figure 80 is higher at some engine speeds than the corresponding point for 
natural gas in Figure 79. Normally when the engine operates on Hythane, 
due to the lower density of Hythane the maximum load achieved should 
be somewhat lower than the load cheived with natural gas. The lower 
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density is, to some extent compensated by the higher heating value of  
hythane.  

 

Figure 79 EGR requirement to suppress 
knock when the engine is operated 
with natural gas 

 

Figure 80 EGR requirement to suppress 
knock when the engine is operated 
with Hythane 

Gas-exchange Efficiency 

Gas-exchange efficiency is a measure to evaluate the pumping losses. 
Figure 81 and Figure 82 shows the Gas-exchange efficiency of the engine 
when it is operated with natural gas and Hythane respectively. The plots 
show that the gas-exchange efficiency is somewhat higher when the engine 
is operated with Hythane. This is due to the lower density of the Hythane 
which results in more throttles opening for the same amount of load. As 
mentioned in the Experiment section, EGR was only used to suppress 
knock and not to increase efficiency. If EGR were used, the Gas-exchange 
efficiency would be even higher for Hythane due to extended dilution 
limit. 

 

Figure 81 Gas-Exchange efficiency map with 
natural gas operation 

 

Figure 82 Gas-Exchange efficiency map with 
Hythane operation 
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Gross-indicated Efficiency 

Gross-indicated efficiency is a measure to evaluate losses in the form of 
exhaust energy, wall heat transfer, crevices and blow-by losses. According 
to Figure 83 and Figure 84 the Gross-Indicated efficiency is somewhat 
higher with natural gas. This can be explained by the fact that 
stoichiometric Hythane operation results in higher peak in-cylinder 
temperature and consequently higher heat losses. Figure 73 also confirms 
the fact that close to stoichiometric condition the higher peak temperature 
results in higher NOX emissions. NOX emissions for all operating points at 
stoichiometric operation for the fuels were obtained which support the 
statement (see Figure 9 and 10 in [62]). The statement which describes 
the reason for the lower gross-indicated efficiency with Hythane is not 
correct (In [62] on page 10) and the statement is corrected here.  

 

Figure 83 Gross-Indicated efficiency with 
natural gas 

 

Figure 84 Gross-Indicated efficiency map 
with Hythane 

No remarkable changes in the other efficiencies i.e. combustion and 
mechanical efficiency were observed. During the “Map” experiment, as 
mentioned previously, the engine was operated stoichiometrically. The 
NOX emissions were higher and the HC emissions were lower with hythane 
than with natural gas. These results together with some other important 
results such as combustion duration, exhaust gas temperature, CA50 and 
boost pressure can be studied in detail in [62].  

7.5 Concluding remarks  

10 percent hydrogen was added to the natural gas in order to investigate 
the effect of hydrogen addition to some combustion parameters such as 
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knock margin, dilution limit, lean limit, emissions and efficiencies. Since 
no significant effects on the combustion were observed, a complementary 
study was performed with 25% hydrogen addition. Different experiments 
were designed and performed to study the mentioned combustion 
parameters. The following conclusions were obtained from the 
experiments: 

 Lean limit of the engine is extended from 1.6 to 1.8 at 1000 RPM 

 Dilution limit of the engine improved from tolerating 26% EGR to 
more than 30% EGR at 1000 RPM 

 NOX emissions are increased near stoichiometric operation due to 
higher combustion temperature with Hythane 

 HC emissions are reduced due to the higher H/C ratio of Hythane 

 Small changes are observed in knock margin of the engine due to 
the low ignition energy of Hythane.   

 The gas-exchange efficiency of the engine is improved somewhat 
due to the lower density of Hythane. To achieve the same load 
level with Hythane the throttle should be opened more which 
results in lower throttling losses and thereby higher gas-exchange 
efficiency. The gas-exchange efficiency will be improved further 
with Hythane if EGR is used in the operating points with high 
pumping losses since the dilution limit is extended with Hythane. 

 The gross-indicated efficiency was somewhat better with natural 
gas due to the lower peak tempereture which results in lower heat 
losses.    

By increasing the percentage of Hydrogen the gains in reduce HC and CO 
emissions and losses in terms of increased NOX emissions are more 
obvious. By extending the lean and dilution limits of the engine the NOX 
emissions will be reduced dramatically to very low levels. This is especially 
very advantageous for the lean operated natural gas engines due to the 
fact that they may not need to use any SCR.    
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Chapter 8 
 

8 Conclusions & Discussion 

A number of studies have been performed mainly to improve the 
performance of a heavy-duty 6-cylinder natural gas engine that operates 
stoichiometrically.  

To reduce throttling losses at part load operation regions, the concept of 
closed-loop dilution limit control was developed. A new method to 
compute cyclic variation was developed which is well suited for transient 
operation. The dilution limit control coupled with the new method to 
compute cyclic variation resulted in very simple and cheap strategy to 
save fuel. Excellent steady-state performance was achieved as well as 
limited transient functionality. 

A Model-based control strategy was suggested to improve the transient 
performance. State of the art System Identification was used to obtain an 
empirical model which subsequently was used in a Model Predictive 
Control structure. Model Predictive Control was shown to be a suitable 
method for controlling lambda as long as appropriate input variables are 
chosen for the model.  

Since operating the engine at its dilution limit (at part load operation 
regions) reduces fuel consumption it is advantageous to extend the 
dilution limit. Increasing turbulence by replacing the combustion chamber 
resulted in much more turbulence and thereby faster combustion.  

The compression ratio used in this type of engine is very conservatively 
chosen and can be substantially increased without risk of knocking. By 
increasing the compression ratio from 10.5 to 12, more energy is used in 
the cylinder rather than left in the exhaust which results in higher 
efficiency. The higher compression ratio results in lower exhaust gas 
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temperature and more margins for boost pressure and to the highest 
tolerable temperature by the engine.   

The heavy-duty natural gas engines have higher exhaust gas temperature 
than diesel engines but it is still low enough to be tolerable for a VGT. A 
well-matched VGT will provide desired boost pressure and extend the 
maximum achievable output power. Load control using the VGT instead 
of the throttle was also successfully applied in a large operating region 
(due to its low boost threshold). This resulted in reduced throttle losses 
and thus increased efficiency.  

With higher compression ratio and high boost pressure the knock 
tendency of the engine increases and there is need for fast and robust 
EGR control.  A comparison between short route and long route EGR was 
performed and long route showed much better performance in terms of 
EGR rate, dynamics, mixing, and knock tolerance of engine. 

These results show that by mixing different technologies and applying 
relatively small modifications, significant improvement in engine 
performance can be gained.   

In summary the key features to improve the natural gas engine 
performance are identified as: Right amount of EGR at different operating 
regions, Right compression ratio, Variable Geometry Turbocharger, fast 
burn combustion chambers, Long route EGR system and model-based 
control.  

Moreover, different experiments were designed and performed to identify 
and quantify the gains and possible drawbacks with Hythane. From the 
results it was concluded that Hythane is a more appropriate fuel for lean 
burn operation engines. By extension of the lean limit, NOX emissions will 
decrease significantly which could make the NOX aftertreatment 
redundant.  
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Chapter 9 
 

9 Future Work 

The main focus in this study has been on highlighting the potentials to 
improve the performance of a heavy–duty stoichiometrically operated 
natural gas engine. The key features for a high-performance natural gas 
engine were identified and state of the art controllers were developed. Lots 
of improvements were achieved however there is still room for more.  

The author would like to suggest the following subjects of study for more 
improvements in engine efficiency and reliability:       

 An efficient driving strategy was suggested in section 6.3.2. A 
control system which operates the engine with lowest possible 
throttle losses should be developed. The system should have a high 
performance at both steady-state and transient operation.  
 

 The Miller-cycle is a well-known strategy to boost the efficiency by 
reducing the effective compression ratio while maintaining a high 
expansion ratio. It can be applied with different methods but due 
to the simplicity the variable valve actuation method is suggested 
here. A GT-power model for the engine is already developed. A 
good start is to quantify the gains in efficiency by simulating the 
Miller-cycle for the engine. 
 

 LNG is liquefied natural gas at a pressure of 10-20 bars and a 
temperature of -162 degrees Celsius. To investigate the use of the 
cold energy is a very interesting subject. Theoretically there is a 
big potential to improve the engine performance (efficiency and 
maximum power level) by correct use of LNG. If it is injected at 
the right place (after compressor maybe) the mixture will be cold 
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resulting in increased knock resistance and consequently higher 
compression ratio can be used. The power density will also be 
increased.  
 

 The engine uses multi-port injection strategy today. The natural 
step is to shift to direct injection for further improvement in 
transient performance, engine efficiency and engine power output. 
 

 Dual-fuel (Natural gas/Diesel) is another interesting research area 
which deserves further investigation. Degree of freedom for 
choosing high compression ratio, adjusting the ratio of the fuels 
makes this concept very interesting.  
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11 Summary of Papers 

11.1 Paper I 

Closed-Loop Combustion Control for a 6-Cylinder Port-Injected 
Natural gas Engine 
SAE Technical Paper 2008-01-1722 
By Mehrzad Kaiadi, Per Tunestål, Bengt Johansson 

 

High EGR rates combined with turbocharging has been identified as a 
promising way to increase the maximum load and efficiency of heavy duty 
spark ignition engines. With stoichiometric conditions a three way 
catalyst can be used which means that regulated emissions can be kept at 
very low levels. Open loop operation based on steady state maps is 
difficult since there is substantial dynamics both from the turbocharger 
and from the wall heat interaction. The proposed approach applies 
standard closed loop lambda control for controlling the overall air/fuel 
ratio for a heavy duty 6-cylinder port injected natural gas engine. A 
closed loop load control is also applied for keeping the load at a constant 
level when using EGR. Furthermore, cylinder pressure based dilution limit 
control is applied on the EGR in order to keep the coefficient of variation 
at the desired level of 5%. This way confirms that the EGR ratio is kept 
at its maximum stable level all times. Pumping losses decrease due to the 
further opening of the throttle, thereby the gas exchange efficiency 
improves and since the regulator keeps track of the changes the engine all 
the time operates in a stable region. Our findings show that excellent 
steady-state performance is achieved.   

The first author designed the controllers, did the experiments, evaluated 
the data, wrote and presented the paper. During the process, active 
discussions were performed with other authors.  
 
The paper approved and published in SAE International Journal of Fuel 
and Lubrication, ISSN Number: 1946-3960, Product Code: V117-4EJ  
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11.2 Paper II 

Closed-Loop Combustion Control Using Ion current Signals in a 
6-Cylinder Port-Injected Natural gas Engine  
SAE Technical Paper 2008-01-2453 
By Mehrzad Kaiadi, Per Tunestål, Bengt Johansson 

 

In this paper a combustion stability parameter was derived from ion 
current signals which have been used for controlling the dilution limit of 
the engine. 6-Cylinder natural gas engine was the experimental engine 
which was operated stoichiometric. Operating engine stoichiometrically 
results in more throttling losses at lower loads. The proposed approach 
applies standard closed loop dilution limit control on the EGR in order to 
maximize EGR rate as long as combustion stability is preserved. 
Furthermore, lambda closed-loop control was applied for controlling the 
overall air/fuel ratio for keeping the catalyst working optimal.  The 
proposed control strategy has been successfully tested on a heavy duty 6-
cylinder port injected natural gas engine and our findings show that 1.5-
2.5 % units (depending on the operating points)  improvement in Brake 
Efficiency can be achieved. 

The first author designed and performed the experiments, evaluated the 
data, wrote and presented the paper. During the process, active 
discussions were performed with other authors.  

11.3 Paper III 

Using Hythane as a Fuel in a 6-Cylinder Stoichiometric Natural 
gas Engine 
SAE Technical Paper 2009-01-1950 
By Mehrzad Kaiadi, Per Tunestål, Bengt Johansson 

 

This paper gives an introduction about the importance of adding 
hydrogen to natural gas. Due to the attractive properties of Hythane such 
as higher H/C ratio and the lower ignition requirement, this fuel is 
suitable and has potentials to reduce emissions and increase efficiency. In 
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this study 10 percent hydrogen (by volume) was added to the natural gas. 
Different experiments were designed and performed to investigate the 
knock margin of the engine. It was also desired to quantify the gains and 
also identify the possible drawbacks with Hythane. With Hythane no 
significant differences on the engine performance were observed in this 
study. 

The first author designed and performed the experiments, evaluated the 
data, wrote and presented the paper. During the process, active 
discussions were performed with other authors.  
 
The paper approved and published in SAE International Journal of Fuel 
and Lubrication, ISSN Number: 1946-3960, Product Code: V118-4  

11.4 Paper IV 

Transient Control of Combustion Phasing and Lambda in a 6-
Cylinder Port-Injected Natural gas Engine  
ASME Technical Paper, ICES2009-76004 
By Mehrzad Kaiadi, Magnus Lewander, Patrik Borgqvist, Per Tunestål, Bengt 
Johansson 

 

This paper basically discussed the two different control designs to control 
combustion phasing and lambda. It is desirable to keep catalyst efficiency 
as high as possible which put demand on well-functional lambda control 
as lambda window is very narrow. Due to the time delay and the 
nonlinearity of lambda, a model predictive control strategy was suggested 
to control the lambda. The controller is designed and validated by 
experimental data. Moreover a fee-forward map combined with PI 
feedback controller was developed to assure MBT timing during 
transients.  

The first author did the experiments, evaluated the data, wrote and 
presented the paper. During the control design process support discussions 
were performed with other authors.  

The paper approved and published in ASME Journal of Engineering for 
Gas Turbines and Power, GTP-09-1196 
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11.5 Paper V 

How Hythane with 25% Hydrogen can affect the Combustion in 
a 6-Cylinder Natural gas Engine  
SAE Technical Paper 2010-01-1466 
By Mehrzad Kaiadi, Per Tunestål, Bengt Johansson 

 
This paper is basically the continuation work on paper 3. Since no 
significant differences were observed in paper 3, more hydrogen was added 
(i.e. 25% by volume) and the experiments repeated. Since natural gas 
engines mainly operate stoichiometric or lean, a comparison was also 
performed to investigate the Hythane benefits with these two combustion 
concepts. The dilution and lean limit was extended, however the gains for 
lean operation natural gas engines are more.  

The first author designed and performed the experiments, evaluated the 
data, wrote and presented the paper. During the process, active 
discussions were performed with other authors.  
 
The paper approved and published in SAE International Journal of Fuel 
and Lubrication, ISSN Number: 1946-3944, Product Code: V119-4  

11.6 Paper VI 

Improving Efficiency, Extending the Maximum Load Limit and 
Characterizing the Control-related Problems Associated with 
Higher Loads in a 6-Cylinder Heavy-duty Natural gas Engine 
ASME Technical Paper ICES2010-35012 
By Mehrzad Kaiadi, Per Tunestål, Bengt Johansson 

 

This paper highlights the reasons for the lower overall efficiency and the 
lower maximum load limit of heavy-duty natural gas engines in compare 
with the corresponding diesel engines. Possible strategies in terms of 
engine modifications which may result in efficiency improvement and 
maximum load extension have been identified. These modifications are 
applied on engine pistons, turbocharging system and EGR system which is 
discussed in details. The efficiency is improved by at least 2 points percent 
and the maximum load were boosted from 16 bar BMEP to 19 bar. 
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The first author did the experiments, evaluated the data, wrote and 
presented the paper. During the process, active discussions were 
performed with other authors.  

11.7 Paper VII 

Reducing Throttle Losses Using Variable Geometry Turbine 
(VGT) in a Heavy-Duty Spark-Ignited Natural Gas Engine  
Draft JSAE 20119022 has been submitted 
By Mehrzad Kaiadi, Per Tunestål, Bengt Johansson    

 

Normally a throttle is used to control the desired torque in the engines, 
but it is also possible to use a VGT instead of the throttle in a large 
operating range to control the desired torque. This is possible due to the 
flexibility of using VGT to adjust inlet pressure by altering the geometry 
of the turbine housing. In this operation region the throttle is kept fully 
open and VGT is used to adjust the inlet pressure and finally control the 
demanded torque. This means that the throttle will not be used in a big 
operating region of the engine and no throttle use means, no throttle 
losses. This paper illustrates the feasibility of using VGT instead of 
throttle, in terms of efficiency gain and dynamics. 

The first author did the experiments, evaluated the data and wrote the 
draft.  

11.8 Other publications 

Unburned Hydro Carbon (HC) Estimation Using a Self-Tuned 
Heat Release Method  
SAE Technical Paper 2010-01-2128 
By Mehrzad Kaiadi, Per Tunestål, Bengt Johansson, Karl Hedrick (UC Berkeley)  

This paper is a result of 2 months internship work at UC Berkeley. The 
project is in scope of a cold-start project which is a co-operation between 
UCB and Toyota. This paper gives an introduction about the need for 
fast and online estimation of unburned hydrocarbon during cold-start. A 
model which uses a self-tuned heat release algorithm to estimate the 
emissions explicitly has been developed and validated by experimental 
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data. Moreover the relations between HC, CO and hydrogen has been 
investigated and presented.     

The first author developed the model, evaluated the data, wrote and 
presented the paper. During the process, active discussions were 
performed with other authors.  
 


